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 This study investigates the effects of language, word frequency, cognate status, noun 
type, and different bilingual profiles on tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) states in Norwegian-English 
bilinguals. Furthermore, the study aimed to establish whether the weaker links hypothesis or 
the competition hypothesis could better account for the TOT phenomenon. TOTs were 
induced by using a word-finding experiment in which the participants were asked to read a 
definition and then report whether they knew the target word. According to the results, the 
participants knew more words in Norwegian and reported more TOTs in English. Frequency 
effects revealed that the participants knew more high-frequency than low-frequency words 
and that more TOTs were reported for low-frequency words. In addition, the participants who 
were more proficient in English knew more words and reported fewer TOTs. Surprisingly, 
more TOTs were reported for cognates and there was a significant correlation between the 
participants’ increased age of English acquisition and increased vocabulary knowledge. 
Although the competition hypothesis cannot account for the frequency effects, both 
hypotheses predict more TOTs and lower vocabulary scores in the non-dominant language, in 
addition to lower TOT rates and higher vocabulary scores due to higher language proficiency. 
The results suggest that the weaker links hypothesis and the competition hypothesis are not 
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 Every time we speak, we go through a comprehensive speech production process in 
order to plan an utterance in our head and then articulate that utterance. This includes a word 
retrieval process to find the right word for the semantic representation to be articulated. 
However, word retrieval appears to differ between different types of speakers. For instance, a 
person who speaks two languages (a bilingual) has a mental lexicon containing more words for 
the same concept compared to that of a monolingual. Consequently, word retrieval in bilinguals 
is a much more complex process than in monolinguals, since bilinguals must manage a bigger 
and more complex mental lexicon and select the right word for the right language. However, 
bilinguals also differ among themselves, and some bilinguals might manage this process 
differently than others. Furthermore, sometimes when planning an utterance, we struggle to 
retrieve specific words that we are sure we know but cannot remember at the moment. We know 
the meaning of the words, and sometimes we even remember some of the sounds, letters, or 
even the number of syllables. We have them on the tip of our tongue (TOT, Brown & McNeill, 
1966). Bilinguals experience more TOTs than monolinguals (e.g. Gollan & Acenas, 2004; 
Pyers, Gollan, & Emmorey, 2009), however, TOT rates might also vary among bilinguals 
depending on individual differences such as language history, proficiency, and use. Although 
TOTs have become a common field of linguistic research, it is still debated how and why TOTs 
occur (e.g., Gollan, Ferreira, Cera, & Flett, 2014; Gollan, Montoya, Cera, & Sandoval, 2008). 
This study aimed to investigate word retrieval in Norwegian-English bilinguals and whether 
TOT rates could be related to different bilingual profiles. Furthermore, the goal was to 
investigate the underlying mechanism for TOTs and whether factors such as language, word 
frequency, cognate status, and noun type could have an effect on TOT rates. In the following 
introduction, I will first review the differences between monolingual and bilingual speech 
production before turning to different speech production models. I will then review bilingual 
advantages and disadvantages, TOTs, and the different hypotheses for why TOTs occur. 
Furthermore, I will discuss the differences in bilingual profiles and language proficiency before 





Monolingual Speech Production  
 The focus of this study was on word production processes. According to Levelt’s (1989) 
speech production model, speech production includes conceptualization, formulation, and 
articulation (see Figure 1). First, conceptualization involves determining what to say. During 
these processes, speakers conceive an intention and select relevant information from memory 
or the environment in preparation for the construction of the intended utterance. Next, 
formulation involves translating the conceptual representation into a linguistic form. During 
these processes, speakers have to select individual target words (i.e., lexicalization) and then 
put them together to form a sentence (i.e., syntactic planning). Finally, articulation involves 
phonological encoding. These processes include detailed phonetic and articulatory planning, 
such as turning words into sounds in the right order, spoken at the correct speed, with the 
appropriate prosody (e.g., pitch, intonation, and loudness).  
 
CONCEPTUALIZATION (MESSAGE LEVEL OF REPRESENTATION) 








Involves retrieval of chunks of internal speech from buffer + motor execution 
 
Figure 1: Speech production processes (Levelt, 1989) 
 
There is a widespread consensus among researchers that word retrieval is a two-staged 
process, including a meaning-based (semantic) stage and a phonologically-based stage. 
However, there is still disagreement about what is presented at the level of lexical representation 
(Rapp & Goldrick, 2000). According to Levelt’s (1989) speech production model, each word 
is represented by a lemma. A lemma is a level of representation of a word between its semantic 
and phonological representations. Due to lemmas being the intermediate stage of the two stage-
model, they are syntactically specified but they do not contain phonological information yet. 
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During this intermediate stage, also known as lemma selection, speakers specify the target word 
in a pre-phonological and abstract way. Then, in the second stage of speech processing, the 
actual concrete phonological word is specified and the phonological form (i.e., lexeme) is 
selected (see Figure 1).  
According to most speech production models, both the intended concept but also 
semantically related concepts are to some degree activated during conceptual processing 
(Costa, 2005). For instance, if dog is the target word, semantically related words such as cat 
and bark will also be activated. In turn, the activation of the semantic representations spreads 
to the lexical system, and the corresponding lexical nodes or words are proportionally activated. 
In other words, activation flows from an activated semantic representation to the corresponding 
lexical node (see Figure 2, Costa, 2005).       
 
 
Figure 2: Monolingual speech processing (based on Levelt’s model), adapted from Costa 
(2005, p. 309). The arrows represent the flow of activation, while the level of activation of the 
representations is indicated by the thickness of the circles.  
Bilingual Speech Production 
The main difference between monolingual and bilingual speech production is that 
bilinguals usually have two similarly adequate words for almost every concept (e.g., table in 
English and bord in Norwegian), which makes the lexical selection process more complex in 
bilinguals than in monolinguals (e.g., Gollan & Kroll, 2001; Kroll & Stewart, 1994). According 
to most bilingual lexical access models, the semantic system in bilinguals activates both 
languages although the bilingual is only planning to speak in one of the languages (see Figure 
3) (e.g., Colomé, 2001; Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Costa & Santesteban, 
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2004; Gollan & Kroll, 2001). Furthermore, it is a controversial topic whether bilinguals have 
two separated lexicons or an integrated lexicon for their two languages (De Groot, 2011). The 
language-nonspecific hypothesis assumes that bilinguals have an integrated lexicon and that 
there is activation flow to both languages. In this case, the connections between the semantic 
representations and the lexical nodes, as well as the connections between the lexical nodes and 
the phonological nodes in the unintended language, will be functional. However, according to 
the language-specific hypothesis, which assumes two separate lexicons, these connections will 
only be functional in the intended language (see Figure 3, Costa, 2005). Recently, much 
compelling evidence suggests that bilinguals have an integrated lexicon and that lexical access 
is language non-selective (e.g., De Groot, 2011; van Assche, Duyck, & Hartsuiker, 2012). 
Otherwise, if only the representations in the intended language were activated during bilingual 





Figure 3: Bilingual speech processing, adapted from Costa (2005, p. 311). The circles represent 
the lexical nodes of the intended language and the squares represent the lexical nodes of the 
unintended language. The arrows represent the flow of activation, the thickness of the circles 
indicates the level of activation of the representations, and the question marks represent the 
language-specific and nonspecific activation flow hypotheses.   
 
Although researchers agree that the speech production process is a two staged-process, 
it is still debated whether the activated lexical nodes of the language(s) not in use activate the 
corresponding phonological representations and whether this activation could affect the 
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phonological encoding of the intended word. Three models that address these issues are the 
cascaded, the discrete, and the feedback model of spoken word production. According to the 
cascaded model (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Costa et al., 2000), there is a continuous activation 
flow from the lexical to the phonological stage, meaning that all activated lemmas spread some 
activation to their corresponding phonological features although they have not been selected. 
In other words, the activation is cascaded forward before processing is completed in the lexical 
stage. In contrast, the discrete model (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) assumes 
phonological activation to be restricted to the lemma selected in the lexical stage. In other 
words, activation flows discreetly. Finally, the feedback model (e.g., Dell, 1986) assumes that 
activation flows in a fully interactive manner by feeding both forward to the phonological stage 
and backward to the lexical stage.   
Simultaneous language activation has frequently been investigated by testing how 
cognates are processed relative to non-cognates. In purely linguistic terms, cognates refer only 
to words of common language ancestry (e.g., hand in English and hånd in Norwegian, as these 
two languages are both Germanic languages and related in their origins, Myers-Scotton, 2005). 
However, in psycholinguistics, cognates are typically defined as a broader category of words, 
including loanwords that share form and meaning across languages (e.g., film in English and 
Norwegian) (Comesaña et al., 2015; Costa, Santesteban, & Caño, 2005; Dijkstra, Grainger, & 
van Heuven, 1999). If a bilingual processes words that share form or meaning across languages 
differently from words that are language-specific (i.e., non-cognates) in a given experimental 
task, then this would indicate that both the bilingual’s languages were activated during the task 
(Lijewska, 2020). As explained above, bilinguals activate information about words in both 
languages simultaneously, regardless of their intention to function within one language alone. 
Previous research has consistently demonstrated that bilinguals are faster at recognizing 
cognates than to non-cognates (e.g., Dijkstra, Van Jaarsveld, & Ten Brinke, 1998; Van Hell & 
Dijkstra, 2002). These results show that the overlap of form and meaning between two 
languages speeds the retrieval process in bilinguals. In addition to speech recognition, similar 
effects have also been found in speech production. For instance, bilinguals seem to be faster at 
naming pictures with cross-language cognate names than pictures with non-cognate names 
(e.g., Christoffels, Firk, & Schiller, 2007; Costa et al., 2000; Hoshino & Kroll, 2008; Strijkers, 
Costa, & Thierry, 2010). 
Costa et al. (2000) tested whether non-selected lemmas activate their phonological 
information. They based their study on Peterson and Savoy (1998), which argued that 
phonological activation of non-selected lexical items can only occur in situations where both 
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the target word and the non-selected lexical item are highly activated at the lemma level. For 
instance, in near-synonym pairs (e.g., couch and sofa), the lemmas of both words would be 
highly activated as such pairs consist of two words that are highly semantically similar. 
However, translation pairs share the same meaning and are therefore predicted to have an even 
larger overlap between the semantic representations of lemmas. In this case, the cascaded 
activation model predicts activation of the phonological properties of the translation words in 
the non-selected language. Costa and colleagues (2000) investigated to what extent picture 
naming could be affected by picture names that are cognates. They predicted that if non-selected 
words spread some activation to their phonological segments (as proposed by the cascaded 
activation model), pictures with cognate names should be named faster than pictures with non-
cognate names. The participants included both highly proficient Catalan-Spanish bilinguals and 
Spanish monolinguals, and the stimuli included 40 pictures from different semantic categories 
divided into four categories of low-frequency pictures with cognate names, low-frequency 
pictures with non-cognate names, high-frequency pictures with cognate names, and high-
frequency pictures with non-cognate names. The participants were instructed to name the 
pictures as fast and accurately as possible in Spanish and the results revealed that the bilinguals 
named the pictures with cognate names faster than those with non-cognate names. However, 
the monolinguals named pictures with both cognate and non-cognate names equally fast. These 
results support the cascaded activation model as the phonological properties of non-selected 
lexical items were activated, causing the bilinguals to be faster at naming pictures with cognate 
names.   
Costa’s Language Production Model  
If both languages are activated simultaneously, then bilinguals need some sort of 
mechanism to select the target word in the intended language (Roelofs, 1998). Although 
evidence supports the idea that both languages of bilinguals are simultaneously activated during 
the process of lexical access, it is still debated whether the two languages compete for selection. 
In two picture-word interference experiments (i.e., a distractor word in the unintended language 
is presented during picture naming), Hermans, Bongaerts, De Bot, & Schreuder (1998) found 
that bilinguals cannot suppress activation from their first language (L1) while naming pictures 
in their second language (L2). This evidence suggests that there is competition between 
bilinguals’ two languages. However, Costa and colleagues have provided compelling evidence 
against this claim. In their picture-word interference experiments, they found that Catalan-
Spanish bilinguals named pictures faster when they were exposed to a distractor word that 
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corresponded to the target’s translation compared to when they were exposed to an unrelated 
word. For instance, a picture of a table appeared with the related distractor words taula (Catalan, 
‘table’) and mesa (Spanish, ‘table’) and the unrelated distractor words peril (Catalan, ‘ham’) 
and jamon (Spanish, ‘ham’) (Costa & Caramazza, 1999; Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999). 
In the case of cross-language competition, the lexical nodes corresponding to a target word’s 
translation equivalent should be the most powerful competitor due to their semantic overlap 
with the target word. Consequently, translation word distractors should lead to slower picture 
naming rather than facilitation if semantically and phonologically similar lexical candidates 
from both languages compete for selection. Based on this, Costa and colleagues proposed a 
language-specific selection model in which bilinguals’ two languages are both activated during 
lexical access. However, the lexical representations of the unintended language do not compete 
for selection (see Figure 3) (Costa et al., 1999; Costa & Caramazza, 1999). According to this 
model, the lexical selection mechanism in bilinguals ignores the activation of the words in the 
unintended language without the need to suppress their activation. Alternatively, the Inhibitory 
Control model (Green, 1998), which is a language-non-specific selection model, suggests that 
a bilingual’s two languages compete for selection and that inhibitory mechanisms are used to 
suppress the activation of the unintended language.  
The Inhibitory Control Model 
Green’s (1998) Inhibitory Control (IC) model (see Figure 4) is a production model that 
modulates competition and controls performance in non-selective lexical access. According to 
the model, language task schemas provide sustained control by directing the system toward a 
goal-relevant task, such as speaking in a specific language. Additionally, potential responses 
that could conflict with the current goal, such as an unintended language, are inhibited to 
prevent errors. The model suggests that the process starts with a conceptual representation that 
activates the lexico-semantic system and the supervisory attentional system (SAS). Different 
language tasks require different task schemas, and the SAS controls the activation of task 
schemas for the different goals of language processing. Additionally, the task schemas activate 
lemmas in the intended language while inhibiting lemmas in the unintended language. The IC 
model assumes that the degree of inhibitory control required for a bilingual to perform a 
particular language task depends on the number of activated lemmas in each of the bilingual’s 
languages. For instance, due to the activation of lexical candidates in L1 during the performance 
of a task in the L2, more inhibitory control is required when bilinguals perform language tasks 
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involving both languages (e.g., translating between L1 and L2) compared to when they perform 
language tasks using only the L1. The IC model assumes non-selective language activation in 
bilinguals by arguing that the conceptual system activates lemmas of both languages and that 
the lemmas of the unintended language are suppressed later. 
 
 
Figure 4: The Inhibitory Control Model, adapted from Green (1998).   
 
The Adaptive Control Hypothesis 
 Green and Abutalebi (2013) proposed the Adaptive Control Hypothesis (ACH) 
as a revised version of the IC model. According to the ACH, language control processes adapt 
to the recurrent demands placed on them by the interactional context. Adapting a control 
process (i.e., conflict monitoring, goal maintenance, interference suppression, selective 
response inhibition, task engagement, task disengagement, and opportunistic planning) requires 
changing the parameters about the way it works or the way it works in coordination with other 
control processes. The demands on these processes are imposed by three interactional contexts. 
These contexts include single language (i.e., one language is used in one environment, and the 
other in a second environment), dual-language (i.e., both languages are used but typically with 
different speakers), and dense code-switching (i.e., speakers regularly mix both languages in 
single utterances). By distinguishing proactive control processes (which establish a task goal) 
from reactive control processes (which limit interference with the task goal), it is possible to 
recognize the interplay of control processes (Braver, 2012). This contrast is implicitly present 
in Green’s (1998) IC model, in which language selection requires the activation of the task 
schema for that language. The activation increases when an intended language is specified in 
the conceptual representation. Language task schemas are selected through competition, but 
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they are potentially also selected through the reactive inhibition of representations triggering 
the selection of the competing task schemas. Green and Abutalebi (2013) argue that the 
language task schemas compete for selection in the single language and dual-language contexts 
but cooperate in the dense code-switching context. The ACH assumes that non-verbal skills 
require the type of control processes that are relevant to language control, such as maintaining 
action goals and resisting interference from other competing actions that may be generated by 
the situational context. According to the hypothesis, the language use of bilinguals increases 
the demand for the processes involved in utterance selection to a greater extent compared to 
monolingual language use. 
Non-selective Language Activation and Language Switching 
Santesteban & Schwieter (2020) suggested that some bilingual effects, such as language 
switching costs, indicate that non-target language activation affects bilinguals’ performance 
and that some sort of control mechanism is needed to regulate this cross-language activation. 
Language switching costs are calculated by comparing a bilingual’s response times in a blocked 
language context (i.e., a context in which they only use one of their languages) versus a 
language switching context (i.e., a context in which they use both languages interchangeably). 
Such switching costs have been used as evidence to support bilinguals’ effort of dealing with 
cross-language competition. According to the main pattern of results, switching costs are larger 
in the dominant language than in the non-dominant language, supporting bilinguals’ use of 
global inhibitory mechanisms (i.e., sustained inhibition in which the language as a whole is 
inhibited) to manage the competition of the unintended language. In other words, in line with 
the IC model, a larger switching cost in the L1 reflects the need to inhibit the dominant L1 to a 
greater extent when speaking in the non-dominant L2 (Kroll et al., 2008; Philipp & Koch, 
2009).  
Assuming that lexical selection is non-selective, Costa & Santesteban (2004) examined 
the imbalance in the activation between bilinguals’ two languages. By studying asymmetrical 
switching costs (i.e., when the cost is greater when switching to the L1 than switching to the 
L2), they investigated whether inhibitory control could explain lexical access in highly 
proficient bilinguals and predicted that the more a language had been inhibited, the harder it 
would be to overcome the inhibition on the following trial. According to previous evidence 
(e.g., Poulisse & Bongaerts, 1994), proficiency correlates negatively with language intrusions. 
In other words, increased proficiency could lead to better inhibitory control and enhanced 
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control for managing the number of activations. Costa and Santesteban tried to replicate the 
results reported by Meuter and Allport (1999) who demonstrated asymmetrical switching costs 
in low-proficient bilinguals. In one of their experiments, Costa and Santesteban (2004) included 
L2 learners divided into two groups: One group consisted of native Spanish speakers who were 
learning Catalan, while the other group consisted of native Korean speakers who were learning 
Spanish. The materials included pictures with non-cognate names and the participants were 
instructed to name the pictures as fast and accurately as possible in the language signified by 
the color of the picture. Half of the participants were told that red signified their L1 and that 
blue signified their L2, while the other half got the opposite instructions. The types of trials 
switched between non-switch-trials (i.e., trials where the response language was the same as 
that in the preceding trial) and switch-trials (i.e., trials where the response language was 
different from that in the preceding one). The results revealed that the magnitude of the 
switching cost was larger when switching into L1 than when switching into L2 (i.e., an 
asymmetrical switching cost). In a second experiment, Costa and Santesteban (2004) 
investigated the link between language inhibition and L2 proficiency level. The participants 
consisted of native Spanish speakers who were highly proficient in Catalan, while the materials 
and procedure were the same as in the first experiment. In contrast to the participants in the first 
experiment (who found it harder to switch into L1 than L2), the highly proficient bilinguals in 
the second experiment experienced the same switching cost for both languages (i.e., 
symmetrical switching cost). In conclusion, all bilinguals showed switching costs, although L2 
learners showed asymmetrical switching costs while the proficient bilinguals showed 
symmetrical switching costs. These results support the IC model and that language activation 
is non-selective.  
Bilingual Advantages and Disadvantages 
In addition to obvious linguistic advantages, such as the ability to communicate with 
people in different languages, previous research (e.g., Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Duncan et al., 
2018) reveals that bilinguals also seem to show cognitive advantages compared to 
monolinguals. As explained above, bilinguals develop certain mechanisms to manage non-
selective language activation, however, these mechanisms also seem to confer benefits to non-
linguistic cognitive functioning. For instance, earlier research has found evidence for bilingual 
advantages in executive functioning, which includes the cognitive processes used in situations 
that require selection and conflict resolution (Bialystok, 2011). For instance, bilinguals tend to 
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outperform monolinguals in tasks such as the Stroop task (i.e., a task in which participants look 
at color names in conflicting font colors and are instructed to name the font color as quickly as 
possible) (Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 2008) and the flanker task (i.e., a task in which participants 
are instructed to specify whether a central arrow points to the left or right while ignoring two 
flanker arrows pointing to either the same or the opposite direction) (Costa, Hernández, & 
Sebastián-Gallés, 2008). As mentioned, research suggests that language activation in bilinguals 
is non-selective and that both languages are active even when they are planning to use only one 
of them. In other words, bilinguals have to select the right language. This selection introduces 
a problem in bilinguals’ attention since both languages sometimes satisfy great parts of the 
criteria for the intended utterance (Bialystok, 2011). When bilinguals decide to use one of their 
languages, Bialystok (2011) argues that the unintended language needs to be suppressed. 
Furthermore, if the executive control system is involved in situations that require selection and 
conflict resolution, then it would make sense that the same system also involves the managing 
of simultaneous activation of two languages. Consequently, the system is proposed to be 
strengthened through both planning the utterance itself but also through managing the 
simultaneous language activation (including language competition and language selection) that 
occurs during speech production. This way of managing the attention to the target language 
enhances the network and makes it more robust, which in turn seems to enhance executive 
functioning in bilinguals (Bialystok, 2011). Direct evidence of bilinguals’ enhanced executive 
function is supported by data from neuroimaging studies (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2005) and 
studies involving language-switching and task-switching (e.g., Prior & Gollan, 2011; Timmer, 
Calabria, & Costa, 2019). In addition to enhanced executive functioning, research has also 
revealed bilingual advantages in terms of cognitive reserve in unhealthy aging (such as 
Alzheimer’s Disease), which is the relation between a person’s brain integrity and cognitive 
level, functioning as the mind’s resistance to brain damage (Bialystok, Anderson, & Grundy, 
2018). The mental activity of suppressing one language to use the other (i.e., causing pressure 
to the executive control system) may contribute to cognitive reserve in bilinguals. In turn, 
cognitive reserve could make it possible for bilinguals to cope more effectively with early 
symptoms of dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease than monolinguals (Bialystok, 2011). 
Although bilingualism seems to confer cognitive advantages, research has also provided 
evidence for certain bilingual disadvantages. According to Kroll & Gollan (2014), bilinguals 
differ in several aspects, including how proficient they are in their L2, whether their two 
languages are typologically similar (i.e., including similar properties and structural features) or 
different to each other, and to what extent the bilingual is exposed to an L1 or L2 context. 
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However, a surprising observation in bilingual production research reveals that it is not the 
speaking in an L2 that is more difficult than speaking in the L1, but that the L1 itself changes 
as a response of actively using the L2. Consequently, bilingual speech production differs from 
monolingual speech production even in the L1. As explained above, bilinguals tend to be more 
proficient than monolinguals on non-linguistic tasks that require cognitive control. However, 
bilinguals seem to be relatively less proficient on verbal tasks that reflect vocabulary knowledge 
and rapid lexical access compared to monolinguals. For instance, according to studies of 
vocabulary knowledge, bilinguals of all ages consistently achieve lower scores in each language 
compared to monolinguals’ scores in their one language (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2008; Bialystok, 
Luk, Peets, & Yang, 2010; Portocarrero, Burright, & Donovick, 2007). Additionally, previous 
research reveals slower language development in bilingual as compared to monolingual 
children in terms of both vocabulary (e.g., Hoff et al., 2012) and grammar (e.g., Bedore & Peña, 
2008). In terms of verbal fluency, bilinguals also tend to report slower reaction times in picture 
naming tasks, which also reflects smaller vocabularies in bilinguals in comparison to 
monolinguals (e.g., Gollan, Montoya, Fennema-Notestine, & Morris, 2005). Taken together, 
these disadvantages illustrate that two language systems can have a negative impact on 
linguistic performance (Bialystok, Poarch, Luo, & Craik, 2014). Additionally, bilinguals also 
tend to experience more word-finding difficulties than monolinguals. More specifically, they 
tend to fall into tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) states more often.  
The Tip-of-the-Tongue Phenomenon 
TOT states occur when speakers temporarily get stuck retrieving a known word. This is 
a universal phenomenon that occurs in both bilinguals and monolinguals (Brown & McNeill, 
1966). For instance, TOTs are experienced by people of all languages and cultures, including 
American Sign Language speakers (i.e., tip-of-the-fingers) (Thompson, Emmorey, & Gollan, 
2005) and synesthetes (Simner & Ward, 2006), as well as by children (Hanly & Vandenberg, 
2010), young adults (Schwartz, 2006), and older adults (Brown & Nix, 1996; Schwartz & 
Frazier, 2005). TOTs have also been detected in a number of neurological conditions, such as 
Alzheimer’s Disease, anomic aphasia (i.e. a language disorder that causes troubles with naming 
objects during speaking and writing), and temporal-lobe epilepsy (Brown, 2012). According to 
earlier research, TOTs seem to occur about once a week for younger adults and increase to 
about once a day for older adults (Dahlgren, 1998; Heine, Ober, & Shenaut, 1999), although 
TOT frequencies will differ between individuals. However, according to the studies mentioned 
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above, TOTs seem to generally occur more frequently with increased age and when the number 
of languages increases.  
There are different theories as to why TOTs arise. For instance, Gollan and Acenas 
(2004) suggested that TOTs reflect failed lexical selection, based on TOTs being affected by 
semantic and phonological relationships between targets and competitors. Other research has 
suggested that TOTs reflect intact lexical selection, but failed word-form selection (Bock & 
Levelt, 1994; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) or that TOTs arise after completed lexical 
selection and reflect insufficient activation of phonology as a result of infrequent use (MacKay 
& Burke, 1990).  
Hanley and Chapman (2008) found that during a TOT state, people do have access to 
partial information about the target word, at least some of the time. For instance, it is common 
to remember some information about the word, such as some of the sounds, letters, or the 
number of syllables. According to their results, the participants could remember whether 
famous people are known by three names (e.g., Sarah Jessica Parker) rather than two (e.g. 
Cameron Diaz). This partial information was accessed even when they could not recall the 
actual names. Furthermore, people who experience TOTs often retrieve semantically related 
alternative words (e.g., astrology and horoscope), but also form-related alternatives (e.g., 
astrology and astronomy) as well, which supports the idea of separate access stages for meaning 
and form in language production (e.g., Bock & Levelt, 1994).  
As mentioned, TOTs are experienced by speakers of all languages. However, bilinguals 
tend to experience more TOTs than monolinguals, particularly in their non-dominant language 
(Ecke, 2004). Additionally, bilinguals tend to experience more TOTs than monolinguals when 
speaking in their dominant language than monolinguals speaking in their one language (Gollan 
& Acenas, 2004). Although researchers seem to agree that bilinguals experience more TOTs 
because they speak two languages, earlier research has provided evidence for different loci of 
cross-language activation in bilinguals by using different tasks. For instance, findings from 
simple picture-naming tasks (e.g., Costa et al., 2000; Hoshino & Kroll, 2008; Poarch & van 
Hell, 2012) suggested that the phonology of the non-target translation equivalents was 
available. In Christoffels et al.’s (2007) ERP study (i.e., a study in which the brain response to 
a specific cognitive or sensory event is measured), the results also suggested that phonological 
information about the non-target language was activated during a picture-naming task. 
However, results from the picture-word interference paradigm suggested that lexical, but not 
phonological, alternatives might have been active (e.g., Costa et al., 1999; Hermans et al., 
1998). Taken together, these results, indicate that the locus of TOTs might not be fixed, but 
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rather depends on different factors. Such factors could be the tasks themselves or individual 
differences, such as the bilingual’s proficiency level and language dominance (Kroll, Bobb, & 
Wodniecka, 2006).  
The Underlying Mechanism: Weaker Links or Competition for 
Lexical Selection? 
The weaker links hypothesis (Gollan et al., 2008; also called the frequency lag 
hypothesis, Gollan, Slattery, Van Assche, Duyck, & Rayner, 2011) and the competition 
hypothesis (e.g., Green, 1998; Kroll et al., 2006) are the two main theories that have been 
proposed to explain the underlying mechanism for TOTs and the reason why these word 
retrieval errors occur more often in bilinguals compared to monolinguals.  
The Weaker Links Hypothesis 
According to the weaker links hypothesis (Gollan et al., 2008), bilinguals speak each of 
their languages only some of the time, meaning that they are likely to use each language less 
frequently than monolinguals use their one language. Over time, bilingual patterns of language 
use should lead to weaker links between the semantic and phonological representation in each 
of the bilingual’s lexical systems. This hypothesis assumes a ceiling effect on performance, in 
which low-frequency words catch up with high-frequency words in their level of activation as 
a result of increased language use. In turn, this will reduce frequency effects, and could explain 
why words that are used more often tend to be easier to produce. In other words, increased use 
should lead to improved lexical accessibility in bilinguals. Additionally, the weaker links 
hypothesis could explain why bilinguals exhibit larger frequency effects than monolinguals in 
studies that include tasks such as picture naming tasks, both in and out of context (Gollan et al., 
2008, 2011; Ivanova & Costa, 2008). According to these studies, bilinguals named pictures 
more slowly and experienced more difficulty producing low-frequency names relative to 
monolinguals. Generally, the hypothesis predicts smaller frequency effects in monolinguals 
than bilinguals when tested in their dominant language, but also smaller frequency effects in 
bilinguals when tested in their dominant language versus their non-dominant language. 
Additionally, the weaker links hypothesis predicts speakers to experience fewer TOTs for high-
frequency words. Therefore, bilinguals should experience fewer TOTs for cognates since these 
are the same in both languages (i.e., they should be more high-frequent than non-cognates).  
Pureza, Soares, and Comesaña (2016) investigated the role of cognate status, syllable 
position, and word length in TOT states in European Portuguese (EP)-English bilinguals. The 
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experiment included a picture naming task in L1 and L2 and then a lexical decision task for 
each target picture. The bilinguals reported more TOTs in L2 compared to L1, and they also 
experienced more TOTs for non-cognate than for cognate words. Additionally, more TOTs 
were reported for longer than for shorter words when performing the task in EP (L1), but there 
was no word length effect when the task was performed in English (L2). However, longer 
cognates elicited more TOT resolutions than shorter cognates in both languages. These findings 
might be explained by longer words having a higher baseline level of activation because of the 
higher number of nodes activated in comparison to shorter words (Pitt & Samuel, 2006; Pureza 
et al., 2013). This characteristic in combination with the higher activation of cognate words due 
to the shared connection between the languages could explain why cognate longer words 
elicited more TOT resolutions. 
Although some proper nouns are non-cognates (such as cartoon characters and movie 
titles), proper nouns are often cognates (e.g., Fidel Castro and Marilyn Monroe), which means 
that they should not be subject to a frequency lag effect. Therefore, cognate proper nouns should 
be experienced about equally in both bilinguals and monolinguals (Gollan, Montoya, & 
Bonanni, 2005). Gollan et al. (2005) conducted a similar study as Gollan and Acenas (2004), 
in which Spanish-English bilinguals and monolinguals produced the names of picture objects 
and people’s names after being given their descriptions. According to the results, bilinguals did 
not show an increased TOT rate when proper nouns were the targets of retrieval. These results 
are interesting since it is normal to know many things about specific individuals, however, very 
few aspects of meaning are consistently associated with particular names (Cohen, 1990; 
Semenza, 1997). Proper nouns are unique in that they refer to single individuals or places rather 
than several instances of a kind (Semenza & Zettin, 1989). In some models, this uniqueness is 
represented by a special proper noun phrase node that is processed after distributed semantic 
representations but before whole word lexical level representations (Burke, Locantore, Austin, 
& Chae, 2004). These proper noun nodes could be prone to retrieval difficulty since only one 
single connection within the semantic system links proper noun phrasal nodes to the necessary 
lexical representations (i.e., there is no strong activation from multiple converging links within 
the semantic system; Burke, MacKay, Worthley, & Wade, 1991). The results in Gollan et al. 
(2005) indicate that the bilingual cognitive system manages to maintain control of both 
languages without disrupting even the most difficult of production tasks, such as proper noun 
production. The results also revealed cognates to produce similar findings as proper nouns in 
that both conditions elicited fewer TOTs, which indicates that both results were caused by the 
same mechanism. This is interesting as one might think that proper noun representations would 
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differ from cognates since proper nouns are believed to share a single lexical representation, 
whereas cognates are believed to require separate representations to support cross-linguistic 
syntactic differences.  
The Competition Hypothesis 
The competition hypothesis, on the other hand, assumes that increased TOT rates in 
bilinguals are caused by competition between lexical candidates both within the same language 
and across languages (e.g., Green, 1998; Kroll et al., 2006). As explained above, the bilingual 
lexicon is full of translation equivalent word pairs (i.e., words that are semantically 
overlapping), and according to non-selective language activation, when bilinguals produce 
words in one of their languages, they activate information about that word in the other language 
as well. Consequently, the translation equivalents may compete with one another across the 
bilingual’s languages (Hermans et al., 1998). Bilinguals would then need to recruit executive 
functions to resolve competition, which makes linguistic processing effortful (e.g., Green, 
1998; Kroll et al., 2006). Both monolinguals and bilinguals might experience interference from 
semantically and phonologically similar words. However, the competition hypothesis assumes 
that bilinguals should also experience interference from activated translation equivalents. This 
in turn could increase TOT rates when bilinguals try to retrieve the intended words. In terms of 
frequency effects, the competition hypothesis assumes either no frequency effects or that 
frequency could affect lexical selection at the point in speech production where multiple 
semantically related candidates are active (e.g., Alario, Costa, & Caramazza, 2002; Bates et al., 
2003; Caramazza, Costa, Miozzo, & Bi, 2001; Dell, 1990). The hypothesis further assumes that 
low-frequency words in the less dominant language are unlikely to compete with dominant 
language production. Therefore, the competition between the languages should affect high-
frequency word retrieval more than low-frequency word retrieval. Critically, according to TOT 
research in monolinguals, TOTs seem to arise during phonological encoding (i.e., after the 
competition between semantically related lexical candidates have been resolved), which rejects 
the competition hypothesis as a possible underlying mechanism for TOTs (e.g., James & Burke, 
2000; Meyer & Bock, 1992). In addition, evidence against the competition hypothesis has also 
been found in TOT research that includes bilinguals. 
Pyers, Gollan, and Emmorey (2009) tried to replicate previous reports of increased TOT 
rates in bilinguals. However, their study also included bimodal bilinguals (i.e., bilinguals who 
are fluent in both a signed and a spoken language). Results revealed that both types of bilinguals 
reported more TOTs compared to monolinguals, meaning that bilinguals with no possibility of 
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competition between languages at the phonological level (i.e., bimodal bilinguals) also 
experience more TOTs than monolinguals. These results are problematic for the competition 
hypothesis, as they provide clear evidence that the increased TOT rates associated with 
bilingualism cannot be attributed exclusively to competition between phonological forms. 
Instead, the results support the weaker links hypothesis which predicts TOTs to reflect 
incomplete activation of target lexical representation caused by reduced frequency of use.  
In terms of cognate and translatability effects, Gollan and Acenas (2004) compared 
TOTs for cognate and non-cognate picture names in Spanish-English bilinguals, Tagalog-
English bilinguals, and age and education-matched monolinguals. In two experiments, 
participants named pictures of objects with low-frequency names in English and then attempted 
to translate the target words into another language. The results revealed both cognate facilitation 
effects and translatability facilitation effects. Relative to frequency-matched non-cognates, 
bilinguals had fewer TOTs for the cognates they could translate, while monolinguals did not 
show any cognate effects. In both experiments, the results revealed an interaction in which 
translatability reduced TOTs in bilinguals. These results are difficult to explain in terms of the 
competition hypothesis, which predicts that bilinguals should be negatively affected by target 
translatability due to increased competition between lexical candidates.  
Gollan et al. (2008), on the other hand, investigated younger and older monolinguals’ 
and bilinguals’ ability to name pictures with high- and low-frequency names. Based on the 
weaker links hypothesis, Gollan and colleagues predicted that the bilinguals should be slower 
at naming pictures with low-frequency names than pictures with high-frequency names. 
However, based on the competition hypothesis, Gollan and colleagues predicted that picture 
naming times would either not be modulated by word frequency (if frequency effects arise after 
lexical selection) or that the participants would be slower for producing high-frequency names. 
Also based on the competition hypothesis, they predicted that older age should be related to 
slower naming times, believing that older bilinguals would be less able to manage competition 
between languages compared to younger bilinguals. The results of Experiment 1 support the 
predictions of the weaker links hypothesis, as the bilinguals were slower at naming pictures in 
the non-dominant language and slower at naming low-frequency names. The results of 
Experiment 2 also support the weaker links hypothesis, as older adults experienced a smaller 
frequency effect in the non-dominant language compared to younger adults. These results are 
problematic for the competition hypothesis, which predicts the opposite frequency effects 
where low-frequency names in the non-dominant language would not be sufficiently active to 
compete for selection in time to affect dominant language production. Although this was not a 
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TOT study, the results could still be used to support the weaker links hypothesis as a better 
account for TOTs. 
Combining the Hypotheses 
The weaker links hypothesis and the competition hypothesis are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive (Gollan et al., 2008), meaning that TOTs could be caused by a mix of the 
two hypotheses. In two translation priming experiments (i.e., the participants were exposed to 
stimuli that could influence their responses to subsequent stimuli without their awareness of the 
connection), Gollan et al. (2014) investigated whether activation of translation equivalents 
could be a possible source of bilinguals’ increased TOT rates in their dominant language. 
Results revealed that prior processing of a translation equivalent significantly increased the 
probability of a TOT response even though the primes were in the bilinguals’ non-dominant 
language while the target words were in their dominant language. These findings support the 
idea that dual-language activation contributes to bilinguals experiencing more TOTs than 
monolinguals. This does not necessarily mean that dual-language activation increases TOTs via 
interference between languages, as it can also be compatible with the weaker links hypothesis, 
which in turn supports the idea that the increased TOT rate can be caused by more than one 
reason. Regarding the locus of TOTs, Gollan and colleagues further suggested that some TOTs 
may reflect the failure of lexical selection, while others may reflect the failure of phonological 
encoding. This indicates that there could be different types of TOTs. Overall, the results suggest 
that in addition to a frequency lag (i.e., supporting the weaker links hypothesis), the increased 
TOT rates associated with bilinguals could also be caused by dual-language activation (i.e., 
supporting the competition hypothesis).  
Bilingual Profiles and Language Proficiency 
As explained above, factors such as word frequency, cognate status, and noun type have 
been found to affect TOT rates in bilinguals. However, TOT frequencies differ between 
individuals, meaning that individual differences in terms of language history, proficiency, and 
use could also reveal effects on word retrieval and TOT rates in bilinguals.  
Bilinguals are typically defined as speakers who are fluent in two languages. However, 
this definition is a bit vague as it depends on what is meant by being fluent in a language. As 
argued in Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui (1992), bilingualism is not absolute, meaning that it 
is highly unlikely that bilinguals use both their languages in exactly the same way. 
Consequently, bilingualism does not necessarily mean equal and perfect performance in two 
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languages. Instead, language use in bilinguals tends to be specific to certain tasks or situations. 
Language competency also varies depending on different tasks and situations (e.g., reading, 
writing, listening, etc.). This makes it difficult to define whether someone is a “perfect” 
bilingual, which is why researchers started to write in terms of degrees of bilingualism (e.g., 
Baetens Beardsmore, 1982). For this reason, instead of thinking of bilingualism as something 
that is either-or, it might be better to think of proficiency in multiple languages as lying on a 
continuum. Additionally, there are different types of bilinguals. For instance, some researchers 
(e.g., Bialystok, 2001) distinguish between productive bilinguals (i.e., speakers who can 
produce and understand both languages) and receptive bilinguals (i.e., speakers who can 
understand both languages but have more limited production abilities). We can also distinguish 
between simultaneous bilinguals (i.e., speakers who learned both languages about the same 
time), early sequential bilinguals (i.e., speakers who learned their L1 first but then learned their 
L2 also during childhood), and late bilinguals (i.e., speakers who learned their L2 in 
adolescence or even later; Bialystok & Hakuta, 1994).  
As explained above, speech production is similar for all bilinguals and more 
importantly, the production processes differ from those in monolinguals. However, bilinguals 
clearly differ among themselves as well, particularly in terms of language proficiency. 
Researchers seem to agree that associations between word forms and their concepts are stronger 
in L1 than in L2 (e.g., Gollan et al., 2008). Comparable to the weaker links hypothesis, Kroll 
& Stewart (1994) proposed a model that attempts to account for the relative “strength of the 
links between words and concepts in each of the bilingual’s languages” (Kroll, Van Hell, 
Tokowicz, & Green, 2010, p. 373), which further assumes that these links are strengthened 
through increased language proficiency.  
The Revised Hierarchical Model  
According to Kroll & Stewart’s (1994) Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM), L1 words 
are more strongly connected to concepts than L2 words, while L2 words are more strongly 
connected to their L1 translation equivalents than vice versa (see Figure 5). The model suggests 
that the lexical connection between L2 and L1 will strengthen as bilinguals become more 
proficient in L2. Additionally, increased L2 proficiency will also strengthen the ability to 
conceptually process L2 words directly. However, most bilinguals will still find the connection 
between words and concepts to be stronger for L1. The RHM also predicts asymmetry in 
translation as a translation from L2 to L1 is assumed to proceed directly via the lexical link, 
while a translation from L1 to L2 is conceptually mediated and is therefore assumed to take 
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longer to perform. However, increased L2 proficiency and strengthened connection between 
L2 words and concepts can decrease translation asymmetry and also increase the degree of 
conceptual mediation in L2 to L1 translation. In other words, the RHM could explain why 
bilinguals tend to experience more TOTs in their non-dominant language. In addition, the model 
would predict more proficient bilinguals to experience fewer TOTs.  
 
 
Figure 5: The Revised Hierarchical Model, adapted from Kroll & Stewart (1994, p. 545). 
  
Kroll and Stewart (1994) examined whether semantic category interference (i.e., 
including categories such as clothing, body parts, musical instruments, etc.) would occur in 
translation, and predicted that category interference should occur for fluent bilinguals only 
during translation from L1 to L2 due to conceptual mediation and influence of semantic context. 
The participants consisted of fluent Dutch-English bilinguals and the stimuli consisted of nouns 
that were divided into either same-category lists or randomized lists with different categories. 
The experiment included both a naming task where the participants were instructed to 
pronounce the words on the computer screen in the language in which they appeared (i.e., 
English or Dutch) and a translation task in which they were instructed to translate the words on 
the screen. According to their findings, translation from L1 to L2 took longer to perform than 
vice versa, which was interpreted as a result of concept mediation and the influence of semantic 
context. Translation from L2 to L1, on the other hand, seemed to be lexically mediated and also 
uninfluenced by semantic context. These results support the predictions of the RHM and the 
hypothesis that the cross-language connection between lexical representation, and between 
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lexical representation and concepts, is asymmetric (i.e., the bilinguals were able to translate 
faster from L2 to L1 than vice versa).  
The Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire 
In order to relate bilingual profiles to performances on different language tasks, Marian 
et al. (2007) introduced a self-assessment tool that combines participants’ relevant language 
proficiency and language experience variables into a single instrument. Research with 
bilinguals has revealed inconsistencies in findings such as how lexical processing (e.g., Kroll 
& de Groot, 1997) and phonological and orthographic processing (e.g., Doctor & Klein, 1992) 
can differ depending on what age the participants started acquiring a language, how they 
acquired the language, their history of language use, and their degree of language proficiency 
and dominance. These inconsistencies increased further by the absence of valid and uniformly 
used assessment instruments in bilingualism research. Bilingual profiles could be recorded by 
assessing language experience and proficiency across multiple linguistic domains, however, the 
absence of such assessment measures has made it difficult to interpret existing findings and to 
make generalizations across studies and populations. Instead of relying exclusively on self-
assessed information, usually collected with improvised questionnaires, research involving 
bilinguals needed a language self-assessment tool that is comprehensive, valid, and reliable 
across bilingual populations and settings. Therefore, Marian et al. introduced the Language 
Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q).  
The LEAP-Q was constructed to assess bilingual experience and proficiency profiles in 
first and second languages. Furthermore, the questionnaire aims to capture factors that have 
been identified as important contributors to the bilingual status, such as the participant’s 
language competence (including dominance, proficiency, and preference ratings), age of 
language acquisition, modes of language acquisition, prior language exposure, and current 
language use. This reliable and valid questionnaire for efficient assessment of bilinguals’ 
linguistic profiles is based on question types used in earlier self-assessment questionnaires for 
bilinguals (e.g., Jia, Aaronson, & Wu, 2002; Marian & Spivey, 2003; Vaid & Menon, 2000).  
According to earlier studies, the age of acquisition (AoA) tightly connects to language 
learning, to the influence of bilinguals’ ratings of language dominance, and the predictions of 
their performance on behavioral tasks (e.g., Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson, 2003; Johnson & 
Newport, 1989). Therefore, Marian and colleagues (2007) included four AoA measures in the 
LEAP-Q, including the age of initial language learning, age of attained fluency, age at which 
the participants started to read in each language, and age of attained reading fluency. 
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Additionally, the environment in which a language is learned, such as the number of years of 
education received in an L2 country and years of residence in an L2 country (Flege, Yeni-
Komishian, & Liu, 1999) could also influence attained proficiency. Therefore, the LEAP-Q 
includes questions about the participants’ language acquisition modes in terms of the learning 
environments and in terms of the extent to which these learning environments contributed to 
language acquisition. 
Earlier research has also found that the degree of prior exposure to a language has been 
shown to influence bilingual performance (e.g., Birdsong, 2005; McDonald, 2000; Weber-Fox 
& Neville, 1999), which is why the LEAP-Q assessed exposure to a language in four different 
environments, including in a country, at school, at work, and at home. Finally, seeing that 
bilinguals who used L2 more often than L1 had better pronunciation and higher grammar 
performance in L2 than bilinguals who used L1 more often than L2 (Flege, MacKay, & Piske, 
2002), Marian and colleagues (2007) included questions regarding bilinguals' current exposure 
to their languages across settings. These settings included interaction with family and friends, 
exposure during reading, watching TV, and listening to the radio, as well as exposure through 
self-instruction. 
The Present Study 
 In the present study, the aim was to investigate word retrieval and TOTs in 
Norwegian-English bilinguals and any relationships between TOT rates and the participants’ 
individual differences. Specifically, the goal was to replicate earlier findings including effects 
of language, word frequency, cognate status, and noun type. In addition, the study included 
bilingual profiles (i.e., the participants’ language history, proficiency, and use) and 
experiment conditions combining cognate status and noun type as novel manipulations. 
Furthermore, the goal was to test whether the weaker links hypothesis or the competition 
hypothesis provided the best account for the underlying mechanism for TOTs.  
The participants only included Norwegian-English bilinguals, meaning that there will 
be no comparison with monolinguals. Instead, there will be a comparison between the different 
bilingual profiles. The study aimed to investigate whether the participants’ individual 
differences could have a significant impact on TOT induction. Therefore, the participants 
completed an amended version of the LEAP-Q (Marian et al., 2007) before completing the 
experiment, to establish their language experience, history, proficiency, and habits of 
intentional and accidental language mixing and switching. 
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In terms of manipulations, the experiment included both an English and a Norwegian 
stimuli set to look for language effects. Additionally, word frequency, cognate status, and noun 
type were manipulated to investigate any frequency lag and any differences in word retrieval 
for cognates versus non-cognates and proper nouns versus common nouns. Conditions 
manipulating both cognate status and noun type combined were also included to investigate any 
differences between cognate common nouns, cognate proper nouns, non-cognate common 
nouns, and non-cognate proper nouns.   
In contrast to most other TOT studies, definitions were used instead of pictures to elicit 
TOTs. Pictures could be limiting in comparison to definitions, as they make it more difficult to 
illustrate abstract words and clearly specify the low-frequency target words. The aim was for 
the participants to report more GOTs (i.e., reporting the correct target word) and TOTs than 
don’t knows (i.e., reporting the wrong target word or reporting not knowing the word). 
However, pictures could make it more difficult for the participants to report the correct target 
word.  
English vs. Norwegian 
As mentioned, the participants were tested in both Norwegian and English to look for 
language effects. Both English and Norwegian are Germanic languages (i.e., a branch of the 
Indo-European language family), which means that they share origin as well as a great number 
of linguistic features, such as vocabulary, verb conjugation, sentence and word structure, word 
order, and phonology. For instance, both languages are SVO languages (i.e., languages that 
follow the subject-verb-object syntax structure) and both languages distinguish between regular 
and irregular verbs. However, although English and Norwegian evolved from the same root, 
there are also some significant differences between the two languages. For instance, the two 
languages differ in word stress patterns. The first syllables of Norwegian words are usually 
stressed (e.g. eple ‘apple’, bilde ‘picture’), except if the word is a loan word from for instance 
German (e.g., betale ‘to pay’, fortelle ‘to tell’) or from Romance languages (e.g., kontor 
‘office’, billett ‘ticket’) (Vikør, 2009). However, in English, the main stress may occur in all 
syllable positions (e.g., parrot, asparagus, armadillo, raccoon) and can also be used to 
distinguish between words (e.g., an insult vs. to insult) (Davenport & Hannahs, 2020).   
 The experimental stimuli of the present study consist of English and Norwegian nouns. 
However, nouns tend to be structured and behave differently across the two languages. For 
instance, compound nouns in English can either be written as one word (e.g., housekeeper), as 
hyphenated words (e.g., mother-in-law), or as separate words (e.g., peanut butter). However, 
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compound nouns are rarely written as separate words in Norwegian. They are usually written 
as one word (e.g., peanøttsmør), but can in some cases also be written as hyphenated words 
(e.g., tur-retur-billett). Furthermore, Norwegian nouns are specified for gender by using the 
articles en, ei, or et, and can be either masculine (e.g., en stol, ‘a chair’), feminine (e.g., ei bok, 
‘a book’), or neuter (e.g., et tre, ‘a tree’). However, nouns are not gender-specific in English. 
Additionally, nouns in English and Norwegian are specified for definiteness in different ways. 
In Norwegian, nouns change form depending on whether they are singular indefinite, singular 
definite, plural indefinite, or plural definite (e.g., en katt ‘a cat’ - katten ‘the cat’ - katter ‘cats’ 
- kattene ‘the cats’). In English, however, indefinite and definite forms are expressed by using 
determiners such as the indefinite article a or definite article the. Furthermore, English nouns 
are normally specified for plural by adding the plural suffix -s (e.g., one cat, two cats), although 
some nouns are irregular (e.g., one child, two children). 
There is also a long list of phonological differences between English and Norwegian. 
As reviewed in Nilsen (2010), the two languages do have a great number of phonemes in 
common, however, both languages also include phonemes that do not occur in the other 
language. For instance, most varieties of English do not have any front rounded vowels. 
Furthermore, Standard British English has 23 consonants, 12 vowels, and 8 diphthongs as 
compared to 21 consonants, 19 vowels, and 7 diphthongs in Norwegian (see Table 1).  
 
Table 1. An overview of the phonemes in Norwegian and English.  
        Norwegian                       English                    In common 
Consonants /ʋ, ɾ, ɽ, ʂ, ç,/  
 
/θ, ð, ʃ, ʒ, z, ɹ, w/  
 
/p, b, t, d, k, g, m, 
n, ŋ, f, v, s, z, h, j, 
l/ 
Vowels /æː, eː, ʏ, œ, yː, øː, ʉ, 
ʉ:, ɔ, ɑ, oː/ 
/ɜ:, ʌ, ɔ:, ɒ/ /ɪ, iː, ɛ, æ, ə, ʊ, uː, 
ɑ:/ 
Diphthongs /œʏ, æɪ, æʉ, ʉɪ, ɛɪ, ɔʏ, 
ɑɪ/ 




 The present study aimed to investigate whether the weaker links hypothesis or 
competition hypothesis could better account for TOTs. Therefore, the predictions listed 
underneath are based on these hypotheses. However, as explained above, the weaker links 
hypothesis and competition hypothesis are not mutually exclusive (Gollan et al., 2008; Gollan 
et al., 2014), meaning that although the hypotheses predict some opposite effects, they also 
predict some similar effects.  
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Predictions Based on the Weaker Links Hypothesis 
1. Language: Since the hypothesis assumes that the links between semantic concepts and 
phonological forms are stronger in Norwegian than English, the participants who use 
English less often than Norwegian should experience larger frequency effects in English 
than in Norwegian (i.e., they should report more TOTs and know fewer words in English 
than in Norwegian).    
2. Frequency: The participants should report more TOTs and achieve lower vocabulary 
scores (i.e., number of known words) for low-frequency words than high-frequency 
words since the links between the semantic concepts and phonological information are 
stronger for words that are used more frequently. 
3. Cognate status: The participants should experience a cognate facilitation effect, 
meaning that they should report fewer TOTs and achieve higher vocabulary scores for 
cognates since these overlap in both form and meaning across the two languages. 
Consequently, they should report more TOTs for non-cognates compared to cognates. 
4. Noun type: The participants should also experience a facilitation effect for cognate 
proper nouns, meaning that they should report more TOTs and achieve lower 
vocabulary scores for non-cognate proper nouns. Since non-cognate proper nouns do 
not overlap in form, these should be used less frequently than cognate proper nouns. In 
addition, proper nouns could be difficult to retrieve since only one single connection 
within the semantic system links proper noun phrasal nodes to the necessary lexical 
representations (Burke et al., 1991). Therefore, due to the absence of strong activation 
from multiple converging links within the semantic system, proper nouns could elicit 
more TOTs than common nouns. 
5. Bilingual profiles: In terms of bilingual profile effects, increased use of a language 
should increase lexical accessibility (e.g., Dell et al., 1997; Griffin & Bock, 1998), 
which is why the more proficient bilinguals should report fewer TOTs and score higher 
on vocabulary than those who are less proficient. In addition, the participants who 
started acquiring their languages at a younger age might have become more proficient 
in their languages due to more frequent use for a longer time. In this case, participants’ 
younger AoA could also be related to fewer TOTs and higher vocabulary scores.  
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Predictions Based on the Competition Hypothesis 
1. Language: According to the competition hypothesis and the IC model, more inhibitory 
control is required when bilinguals perform language tasks in the less dominant L2 (i.e., 
due to the strong activation of lexical candidates from the more dominant L1). 
Consequently, participants should report more TOTs and know fewer words in the non-
dominant language (English).  
2. Frequency: The participants should not experience any frequency effects. 
Alternatively, since low-frequency words in the less dominant language would be 
unlikely to compete with dominant language production, the competition between the 
languages should affect high-frequency word retrieval more than low-frequency word 
retrieval (i.e., the participants should report more TOTs for high-frequency words).  
3. Cognate status: The competition hypothesis assumes that increased TOT rates in 
bilinguals are caused by competition between lexical candidates in the intended 
language and translation equivalents from the unintended language. Consequently, the 
participants should experience fewer TOTs for cognates since these are the same in both 
languages (i.e., there is no competing translation equivalent). In addition, they should 
also know more cognate words.  
4. Noun type: Due to cross-language competition between lexical candidates, the 
participants should report more TOTs and achieve lower vocabulary scores for non-
cognate proper nouns. However, the participants could also report more TOTs and 
achieve lower vocabulary scores for cognate proper nouns if the target words compete 
with other semantically or phonologically similar words within the same language (i.e., 
not cross-language competition).  
5. Bilingual profiles: In terms of bilingual profile effects, the more proficient participants 
and the participants who frequently switch between their languages should have attained 
better inhibitory control. They should be better at managing the competition between 
lexical candidates during simultaneous language activation. Therefore, they should 
experience fewer TOTs and achieve higher vocabulary scores than the less proficient 
participants, those who rarely switch between their languages, and those who frequently 
experience language intrusions. Likewise, the participants who acquired their L2 at a 
younger age could also be more trained and thereby better at suppressing the competing 
unintended language. In turn, they are expected to report fewer TOTs and achieve higher 






Fifty-one (15 male and 36 female) Norwegian-English bilinguals between the age of 18 
and 34 years were recruited from the University of Agder, friends, and family to participate in 
the study. All participants completed the LEAP-Q, although only 49 participants completed the 
TOT experiment. None of the participants reported any significant hearing or writing 
impairments, such as hearing loss or dyslexia. Depending on whether the participants only 
participated in this TOT study, or if they participated in all the experimental master studies 
(three experiments in total) at UiA this semester, all participants received either a 150 NOK or 
300 NOK voucher as a reward for their participation. Three experimenters designed the TOT 
experiment together, and each experimenter tested about 16 participants each. 
Materials 
The following section includes descriptions of the materials used in the present study. 
It starts with information about the LEAP-Q components, followed by a description of the 
content differences between the original LEAP-Q (Marian et al., 2017) and the amended version 
used in the current study. Furthermore, the section includes information about the stimuli used 
in the TOT experiment, information about the stimuli criteria, and finally a description of how 
the stimuli were matched on frequency and length.   
 
The LEAP-Q  
An amended version of Marian et al.’s (2007) LEAP-Q (see Appendix A) was used to 
collect information about the participants’ language history, proficiency, and use. The first part 
of the amended LEAP-Q consists of screening questions such as questions about age, gender, 
country of birth, education level, and so on. The second part includes questions about language 
background, such as questions about language dominance, language acquisition, and language 
exposure. Lastly, the third part includes questions about Norwegian and English proficiency, 
such as questions about contributing factors to learning both languages, current exposure to 
each language, level of proficiency in different aspects, and so on.  
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Comparison Between the Amended Version and the Original LEAP-Q 
Certain questions in the LEAP-Q were added, removed, or changed to make the 
questionnaire more relevant to the present study. For instance, questions about whether 
Norwegian is the participant’s native language, whether Norwegian is the only language spoken 
at home aside from English, and whether the participant is a reasonably good speaker of 
English, were added. The amended version also included questions about country of birth, 
current country of residence, the time spent speaking in each language, and the time spent 
reading in each language. Questions were also added to establish whether the participants had 
become less fluent in any of their languages and in which language they usually do tasks such 
as simple math and dreaming. Furthermore, some of the questions in the amended version 
included added exposure alternatives (e.g., talking, listening to music, reading, and watching 
TV) and added contribution alternatives (e.g., school and education). Questions about the 
participant’s level of proficiency in language switching and mixing, including a question about 
the participants’ habit of accidentally and intentionally mixing words across Norwegian and 
English, were also included in the amended version. These questions were not included in the 
original LEAP-Q, but are particularly relevant to the current study, as language switching and 
mixing proficiency effects could support the competition hypothesis. All the added elements 
can be found in the amended version in Appendix A.  
In terms of changed elements, in a question where the participants were asked to rate 
their level of proficiency, the alternative “understand spoken language” was replaced with 
alternatives such as “pronunciation (accent)”, “listening (understanding spoken language)”, 
“vocabulary”, and so on. Furthermore, changes were made to adapt the questionnaire to 
Norwegian participants. For instance, changes were made due to the different educational 
systems in the U.S. and Norway (e.g., “some college” was changed to “current bachelor 
student”). Some of the language environment alternatives were also changed. For instance, both 
English and Norwegian are used in Norwegian schools, which is why it was important to 
distinguish between a school where one of the languages is spoken all of the time and a school 
where the language is spoken some of the time. The amended version also included changed 
alternatives in terms of cultural identification (e.g., Norwegian, British, and American instead 
of US-American, Chinese, and Jewish-Orthodox). In comparison to the original LEAP-Q, 
which asks about general language proficiency, all of part 3 in the amended version focuses on 
Norwegian and English proficiency.   
In terms of removed elements, the question about the participant’s date of immigration 
to the United States was removed since the current study only included Norwegian-English 
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bilinguals living in Norway. Additionally, questions about accents were removed, since accents 
are not relevant in terms of TOTs.   
Stimuli 
The stimuli consisted of 80 target words and matching definitions in English and 80 
target words and matching definitions in Norwegian. Both language sets were divided into two 
different sets of 40 words and matching definitions each, which were counterbalanced across 
participants. Each set consisted of four conditions: 10 non-cognate common nouns (NCN), 10 
cognate common nouns (CCN), 10 non-cognate proper nouns (NPN), and 10 cognate proper 
nouns (CPN). See examples of the stimulus conditions in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Examples of stimulus conditions 
Condition                                                                Example 
NCN Ginger, Ingefær (Norwegian) 
CCN Astrology/astrologi 
NPN Goofy, Langbein (Norwegian) 
CPN Fidel Castro 
 
Corpora  
For the experiment, a range of different frequencies was necessary to look for 
frequency effects and to match all the stimuli. The Norwegian Web as Corpus (NoWaC, 
Guevara, 2010) and the British English version of Subtlex (Subtlex-UK, Van Heuven, 
Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2014), were used to gather information about the number of 
hits, frequency per million (fpm), and length of each target word. Subtlex-UK is a corpus with 
subtitle-based word frequencies for British English that consists of 201.3 million words from 
45,099 BBC broadcasts. The words were collected from nine channels (BBC1-BBC4, BBC 
News, BBC parliament, BBC HD, CBeebies, and CBBC) broadcasted between January 2010 
and December 2012 (Van Heuven et al., 2014). NoWaC, on the other hand, is the first version 
of a large web-based corpus for Norwegian (Bokmål) words that consist of approximately 700 
million words. The corpus was made by automatically going through all documents on the 
.no-domain in the period between November 2009 and January 2010, downloading them, and 
then processing them (Guevara, 2010). 
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 The fpm was found by dividing the number of hits by the total number of words (in 
millions) in the corpus (e.g., x/201,3 in Subtlex-UK and x/700 in NoWaC). Furthermore, the 
number of hits and fpm was based on lemmas (i.e., the dictionary forms), although some 
lemmas (particularly in NoWaC) could be categorized as several parts of speech. For 
instance, cast could either be the cast on a broken foot (i.e., a noun) or to cast a movie (i.e., a 
verb). Additionally, some of the words in NoWaC were classified as both nouns and 
‘unknown’. For instance, stomi (‘ostomy’) gave 36 hits as a noun and 6 hits as ‘unknown’. In 
such cases, the numbers were added together as long as there were more hits for the words 
categorized as nouns and the lemmas were the same. For instance, if May was the target word 
(as in Theresa May) this word would also represent the month of May and the auxiliary verb 
may. Regardless of what a word represents in a particular case, the word would still be 
activated if one of its representations is the target word, as long as the lemma is the same.  
Target Words Criteria 
The target words criteria were to include a) words the participants were likely to know 
to increase the likelihood of eliciting TOTs, b) a range of frequencies to look for frequency 
effects, c) words that were not too long, since they had to be matched on length across the sets, 
and d) words that would be easy to uniquely define to make it easier for the participants to 
retrieve the correct target words. The goal was to find target words with clear, specific 
definitions. Therefore, it was important to avoid using words with many common synonyms, 
high-frequency homophones (to avoid any low-frequency homophones inheriting the frequency 
of the target words), and words that could be translated literally (to avoid the participants 
guessing the target words, e.g., snøhvit and snow white).  
The target words were based on the stimuli in Avila (2019). To increase the likelihood 
of word retrieval and TOTs, typical trivia target words were removed (e.g., less known 
character names from the universe of Harry Potter and The Lord of the Rings). The Norwegian 
culture was also kept in mind. For instance, target words including members of the British royal 
family were removed from the stimuli sets as this is not necessarily common knowledge to 
Norwegians.  
Due to corpora limitations, it was only possible to create stimuli sets with a smaller 
frequency range (see Tables 3 and 4). For instance, the frequency of common words, such as 
stol (‘chair’) were categorized in NoWaC as relatively low (e.g., 8.88 fpm). Words such as 
table, chair, and girl were too common and would likely not elicit any TOTs. Additionally, 
proper nouns consisting of two or more words were not included in the corpora (e.g., the 
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combination of the first name and last name of celebrities or movie titles consisting of more 
than one word). Instead, either the first or the last name of famous people and titles consisting 
of only one word were used as target words.  
Three foils for each target word were also included in the stimuli sets. These foils 
included a semantically similar word, a phonologically similar word, and a random unrelated 
word. For instance, for the target word lacrosse, the semantically similar word was rugby, the 
phonologically similar word was lactose, and the unrelated word was carousel.  
When matching the stimuli, the averages of fpm, syllables, phonemes, and letters for all 
the target words were matched across all the conditions. The number of phonemes in the 
Norwegian words was based on East Norwegian phonology, while the number of phonemes in 
the English words was based on Standard British (RP) English phonology. An overview of the 
matched numbers for the stimuli can be found in Table 3 (Norwegian stimuli) and Table 4 





Clear, short, and concise definitions were made for each target word. Only the most 
specific and necessary information about the target words was included. In some definitions, 
examples were added to make it easier for the participants to understand the intended target 
word. To avoid any priming effects, no parts of any target words or phonologically similar 
words were mentioned in the definitions within the same stimuli set. Online dictionaries such 
as Merriam-webster and Oxford languages, but also encyclopedias such as Store Norske 
Leksikon and Wikipedia, were used to find inspiration and ideas on how to define the target 
words. The stimuli were tested on people who did not participate in the experiment to ensure 
the quality of the target words and definitions. Furthermore, the feedback was used to 
reconsider some target words and revise some of the definitions. 
Procedure 
 All conversation took place in English when doing the English part of the experiment, 
and in Norwegian when doing the Norwegian part. All participants read the study description, 
signed the consent form (see Appendix C), and completed the LEAP-Q before being tested. 
After completing the LEAP-Q, the experimenter went through the questionnaire together with 
the participant to make sure all the questions were correctly interpreted and answered. The 
participants completed the first and second parts of the experiment on different days to avoid 
any unwanted language mixing effects. The LEAP-Q and the Norwegian set were completed 
the first day, and the English set on the second day of testing. A protocol was made to ensure 
that all three experimenters tested the participants in the same way and gave the same 
instructions to make sure valid data were collected (i.e., to ensure that the participants reported 
real TOTs).  
The experiment started with the participants reading the experiment instructions on a 
computer screen. The participants were told the definition of TOTs and that they would read 
definitions on the screen and then be asked whether they knew the word. They were instructed 
to say the word if they knew it or say “no” if they did not know it. If they knew the word but 
could not remember it at the moment, they were instructed to say “TOT”. If the participants 
reported a TOT, they were asked if they could guess any letters or sounds, the positions of these 
letters or sounds, and the number of syllables in the target word. Finally, four options in a 
random order appeared on the screen, including the target word and the three foils. The 
participants were then asked whether one of these words was the one they were thinking of. 
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The experimenter pressed keys on the keyboard to continue the experiment and to register the 
participants’ answers. A log was also written in case any data got lost. Additionally, the 
experimenters wrote down whenever the participants thought they knew the target word, but 
then produced the wrong word. On average, the experiment took approximately 1.5 hours in 





 The participants consisted of 51 people (36 females and 15 males). The age of the 
participants ranged between 18 and 34 years, and the average age was 25 years. All but three 
were right-handed. Additionally, all participants lived in Norway and all but one were born in 
Norway. Twenty participants were current BA (bachelor) students, 15 had completed a BA, 8 
were current MA (master) students, 4 had completed an MA, 3 participants reported “other”, 
and 1 participant reported completed high school. All but three reported Norwegian as their L1 
and English as their L2. Additionally, 18 participants reported an L3, including German, 
French, Spanish, Japanese, Swedish, and Danish, and one participant reported Norwegian Sign 
Language (NSL) as their L4. No participants reported speaking an L5. 




The numerical averages for the participants’ self-reported language behavior are shown 
in Table 5. Furthermore, all but four reported Norwegian as their dominant language and 
English as their second dominant language. All but one acquired Norwegian as their L1 and 
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English as their L2. Additionally, 18 participants listed an L3 as their third acquired and third 
dominant language, and 1 participant listed NSL as their fourth acquired and fourth dominant 
language.  
All but 2 participants reported Norwegian as their main culture. Twenty also identified 
with American culture, 13 identified with British culture, and 13 identified with other cultures, 
including Canadian, German, Australian, Sámi, French, Danish, Korean, and Swiss. 
Identification with Norwegian culture was rated between 7-10 (on a scale from 1-10), where 
the majority rated 10, while identification with the other cultures was rated between 0 and 8.  
Thirty-two were once better in one of their languages and had become less fluent. 
Fifteen reported this language to be English, 6 reported Norwegian, and 11 reported either 
French, German, Japanese, Danish, or Spanish. The age of when the participants became less 
fluent in one of their languages ranged between 10 and 30 years, and the average age was 20 
years. All but 3 reported that they do simple math tasks in Norwegian, 42 reported that they 
usually dream in Norwegian, 34 reported that they usually express anger or affection in 
Norwegian, and 33 reported that they usually talk to themselves in Norwegian. 
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 The numerical averages for the participants’ self-reported language proficiency are 
shown in Table 6. Furthermore, the average score of self-rated language switching proficiency 
was 8.1 (ranging between 4 and 10). Forty-four participants reported that they tend to 
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accidentally mix words or sentences from Norwegian and English, and 46 reported that they 
tend to intentionally mix words and sentences.  
Factor Analysis 
A factor analysis was conducted of the LEAP-Q data to capture covariance and see how 
the variables that varied in a similar or different direction grouped statistically. First, variables 
of written answers with minimal variation or those for which there were too few participants 
answering were removed. The remaining 46 numerical variables were used further in the 
analysis. To check the degree of covariance, a correlation matrix in which everything was 
correlated was produced. The variables needed to have a correlation of at least 0.3 with one 
other variable to be included in the data set. Therefore, question 8b (intentional use of 
Norwegian in English) was removed from the data set. One variable from variable pairs with 
correlations above 0.8 was also removed from the set. For instance, percentage variables 
regarding L1 exposure, L1 speaking, L1 reading, and choice of L1 speaking generally explain 
both sides of one measure (e.g., more exposure to the L1 indicates less exposure to the L2 and 
vice versa, see list of removed variables in Appendix E). The present study mainly focuses on 
second language English, which is why the L1 (Norwegian) variables of the questions 
mentioned above were removed. Additionally, three other variables from pairs with a high 
correlation above 0.8 (English spelling proficiency, contribution of Norwegian music, and 
exposure to Norwegian music) were removed. After removing all the high-correlation and no-
correlation variables, 38 remaining variables were submitted to a factor analysis.    
      
 
     
    






Four factors were extracted from the data set by means of factor analysis. The factors 
have been assigned construct names that indicate their components and are listed in order of 
variance accounted for. Table 7 shows which variables are loaded on the different factors and 
in which direction they are loaded (i.e., either positively or negatively). The variables load on 
the different factors with different weights and the weights indicate how much contribution to 
the factors the different variables have.  
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The first factor included only positively loaded variables which related mostly to 
English proficiency. The seven most highly loaded were the proficiency variables (e.g., 
grammar, writing, reading, vocabulary, etc.). However, the factor also contained variables such 
as exposure (e.g, exposure to reading, music, and TV), switching proficiency, and contributions 
to learning (e.g., reading and school). Additionally, most of the variables were English. The 
only Norwegian variables included the contribution of school and reading, and the fluent 
speaking and reading age. According to this factor, as proficiency goes up, so does the 
accidental use of English in Norwegian. Additionally, when the Norwegian variables go up, the 
English variables in the factor also go up. In other words, the older the participants were when 
becoming proficient in Norwegian, the more proficient they seem to be in English. This factor 
is therefore named English proficiency. 
In the second factor, the highest loading variables were those of speaking and interaction 
(e.g., the time spent speaking in the L2, the choice of speaking the L2, and interacting with 
family and friends in English). Other positively loaded variables included accidental use of 
English in Norwegian, fluent speaking and reading age in Norwegian, English vocabulary and 
pronunciation proficiency, and time spent reading in the L2. The negatively loaded variables 
included the contributions of reading and school in Norwegian, and exposure to reading and 
watching TV in Norwegian. This factor indicates that as the fluent reading and speaking age in 
Norwegian go up, so do the speaking in L2, the contribution of interactions with family, and 
the exposure to interactions with friends in English. In other words, less formal learning of 
Norwegian and less exposure to Norwegian TV and music seem to be related to improved 
speaking and interaction in English (and vice versa). For this reason, this factor seems to capture 
Spoken English proficiency.  
The most highly loaded variables in the third factor included contributing elements to 
learning English (e.g., watching TV, listening to music, and reading in English), exposure to 
English (e.g., watching TV, listening to music, interacting with friends, self-instruction, and 
reading in English), and switching proficiency. The only negative variables in this factor were 
the fluent speaking age in Norwegian and fluent reading age in English. Additionally, the fluent 
speaking age was the only Norwegian variable in this factor. All the positive variables related 
to the contribution of informal learning of English, which means that when the variables of 
informal learning of English go up, the fluent speaking age in Norwegian and fluent reading 
age in English go down. In other words, the younger age of Norwegian and English fluency 
indicates more Informal learning of English. 
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For the fourth factor, the highest loading variables were all based on the age of English 
acquisition, such as fluent reading age, the age of when the participants started hearing English, 
fluent speaking age, and the age of when they started to read in English. Other variables 
included the contribution of interacting with friends in English, reading in Norwegian, and 
watching TV in Norwegian. The negatively loaded variables included accidental use of 
Norwegian in English and intentional use of English in Norwegian. According to this factor, as 
the fluent reading age and speaking age of English go up, the accidental use of Norwegian in 
English and intentional use of English in Norwegian go down. This is interesting as one would 
believe the late learners of English to be less fluent than the early learners of English. 
Furthermore, the factor indicates that the participants who acquired English later interact more 
with friends in English, but that they also read and watch more TV in Norwegian. Generally, 
this factor seems to describe the Age of English acquisition.   
Experimental Results 
 The dependent variables for the analysis relate to the extent of the participants’ 
vocabulary (i.e., how many words they knew in each language) and TOT states. The 
Vocabulary scores and TOT rates were analyzed using a linear mixed effects model including 
the experiment manipulations (i.e., language, frequency, Cognate status, and Type of noun). 
Vocabulary Scores 
The Vocabulary scores include the reported knows and TOTs against the don’t knows 
to see how many words the participants knew. Successful access to meaning is indexed by 
positive TOTs (i.e., excluding TOTs that occurred for words that were not target words) plus 
GOTs, relative to all trials. Responses were TOTs, GOTs, and don’t knows. There were 357 
TOTs (9.3%), but only 235 (65.3% of these or 6.2% of the data) of these were true TOTs. The 
true TOTs were coded as positive TOT and the other as negative TOT.  
 GOTs and positive TOTs were coded as 1, and all other responses as 0. Cognate status 
(Cognate, -0.5 vs. Non-cognate, 0.5), Type of noun (Common, -0.5 vs. Proper, 0.5) and 
language (English, -0.5 vs. Norwegian, 0.5) were fixed effects (centered), as well as frequency 
(zip, continuous). Logistic regression was fitted to assess the likelihood of knowing words. 
There was not sufficient variability introduced by the list manipulation to include it as a factor 
in the model. The model output is shown in Table 8 with significant effects in bold. 
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Figure 6. Participants’ Vocabulary scores. Know = GOT. 
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There was a significant effect of language and frequency and a borderline effect of Type 
of nouns. The language effect indicates that the participants knew more words in Norwegian 
than in English and the frequency effect indicates that they knew more high-frequency than 
low-frequency words. The means per condition by word frequency are shown in Figure 6. 
Interestingly, the borderline effect of Type of noun indicates that Proper nouns and Common 
nouns behaved differently. As seen in Figure 6, the English low-frequency graph reveals a 
slightly higher percentage of Non-cognate Proper nouns compared to the percentage of Non-
cognate Proper nouns in the English high-frequency graph. Additionally, the difference 
between the Cognates and Non-cognates is generally larger and the percentage of Cognates is 
lower in the English high-frequency graph compared to the results presented in the other graphs. 
However, there were no significant differences in those patterns overall. 
TOT Rates 
The following represents the proportion of responses that reflect a failed form retrieval: 
positive TOT/(positive TOTs + GOTS). First, don’t know trials (28%) and negative TOTs 
(3.27%) were discarded. Non-positive TOTs (i.e., when participants experienced TOTs for non-
target words) were not included in the number of TOTs, but rather in the number of don’t 
knows. Then, TOTs were coded as 1, and GOTs as 0. The model output is shown in Table 9. 





Figure 7. The means for the participants’ TOT rates. 
The TOT rates showed significant effects of language, frequency, and Cognate status. 
As shown in Figure 7, there was a significant difference between the averages across English 
and the averages across Norwegian. For instance, The TOT rates are generally higher in the 
English graphs than in the Norwegian graphs, and the rates are also higher in the low-frequency 
graphs compared to the high-frequency graphs. There is a significant difference between the 
Cognates and Non-cognates in all four graphs. However, this difference seems to be mainly 
due to the Proper nouns, as the TOT rates for Cognate Proper nouns are significantly higher 
than for Cognate Common nouns. Interestingly, there is also a slight difference between the 
Non-cognates in the English low-frequency graph. However, there was no significant Non-
cognate effect overall.  
Effects of Access to Phonology  
A linear mixed effects model was also used in an analysis of phonology access 
(including language, Type of noun, Cognate status, and NoWaC & Subtlex Zipf) to see whether 
there were any effects of Cognate status or language. During TOT states, the participants were 
asked whether they could remember any sounds, letters, letter positions, or the number of 
syllables in the target words. First, each of the answers was given a rating, and then analysis 
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was run to see whether the amount of phonology the participants got right was affected by any 
of the conditions. However, there were no effects (see raw counts, result table, and graph in 
Appendix F).  
Interactions Between Factors and Vocabulary Scores 
The final analysis investigated the effects of individual differences in the Factors from 
the LEAP-Q analysis on the Vocabulary scores and TOT rates. The participants’ values for 
each factor were added to the linear mixed effect model. Responses were TOT, GOT, and I 
don’t know. There were 179 TOTs (9.3%), but only 124 of these were true TOTs. True TOTs 
were coded as TOT and the other as ‘I don’t know’. GOTs and TOTs were coded as 1, and the 
‘I don’t know’ responses as 0. Cognate status (Cognate, -0.5 vs. Non-Cognate, 0.5) was fixed 
effect (centered).  
Logistic regression was fitted to assess the likelihood of knowing (GOT + TOT) words. 
To assess individual differences, the four Factors associated with each subject were added as 
covariates: EngProficiency, SpokenEngProficiency, InfEngLearning, and AoAEng. The 
resulting model for the Vocabulary scores is shown in Table 10 and the relationship between 
Vocabulary scores and each Factor is shown in Figure 8.  






Figure 8. Interactions between the Factors and Vocabulary scores. Know = GOT. 
 
There were significant interactions between TOT rates and Factors English proficiency, 
Spoken English proficiency, and Age of English acquisition. Additionally, there was a 
significant interaction between the English proficiency Factor and Cognates. As shown in 
Figure 8, as the participants’ proficiency goes up, so do their Vocabulary scores. The same 
graph also illustrates an interaction between English proficiency and Cognate status, in which 
the dotted Non-cognates line goes up more steeply with increased English proficiency. The 
second graph illustrates the interaction between Spoken English Proficiency and Vocabulary 
scores. As spoken English proficiency goes up, so do the Vocabulary scores. The third graph 
illustrates an interaction between Informal English learning and Vocabulary scores in which 
increased Informal learning of English correlates with lower Vocabulary scores. However, this 
effect was not significant. In the fourth graph, Age of English acquisition increases with 
Vocabulary scores. Interestingly, this interaction seems to be particularly stronger for Cognates 





Interactions Between Factors and TOT Rates 
 For this part of the analysis, the ‘I don’t know’ trials (32%) and negative TOTs (2.81%) 
were first discarded. Then, TOTs were coded as 1, and GOTs as 0. The model output is shown 
in Table 11. 
 
Table 11. The model output for the TOT rates including the Factors    
 
 
Figure 9. Interactions between the Factors and the participant’s TOT rates 
There was a significant Factor effect of English proficiency on TOT rates and a 
significant effect of Cognate. As shown in Figure 9, the TOT rates decreased with higher 
English proficiency. Additionally, the TOTs rates were higher for Cognates than Non-cognates 
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in all four graphs. The Spoken English proficiency graph and AoA English graph also reveal 
slight interactions between the Factors and TOT rates, however, these interactions were not 
significant. Finally, the graph of Informal English learning illustrates the least effect for both 
Cognate and Non-cognate TOTs with the smallest slope. 
Discussion    
This study aimed to investigate word retrieval in Norwegian-English bilinguals, 
particularly by investigating whether TOT rates would be affected by language, word 
frequency, cognate status, noun type, and different bilingual profiles. The study further aimed 
to investigate whether the weaker links hypothesis or the competition hypothesis could better 
account for the TOT phenomenon. A word-finding experiment including a Norwegian stimuli 
set and an English stimuli set was conducted. According to the results, the participants knew 
more words in Norwegian than English and more high-frequency words than low-frequency 
words. More TOTs were reported in English than in Norwegian, and the TOT rates were 
generally higher for cognates and low-frequency words. Additionally, proper noun cognates 
elicited more TOTs than common noun cognates. Moreover, the participants who were more 
proficient in English scored higher on vocabulary (particularly for non-cognates) and reported 
fewer TOTs than the less proficient participants. Interestingly, those who acquired English at 
an older age also scored higher on vocabulary. 
Vocabulary scores  
As predicted by both the weaker links hypothesis (i.e., in terms of stronger links between 
semantic concepts and phonological information in the L1) and the competition hypothesis (i.e., 
in terms less inhibitory control required for L1 tasks), the participants knew more words in 
Norwegian (the dominant language) than in English. This makes sense since all but two 
participants acquired Norwegian as their L1 and since most of the participants tend to use 
Norwegian more than English. Furthermore, the participants knew more high-frequency words 
than low-frequency words, which was predicted by the weaker links hypothesis. As explained 
in the introduction, the weaker links hypothesis assumes that more frequent use should reduce 
frequency lag (Gollan et al. 2008).  
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TOT rates  
Language and Word Frequency Effects 
As predicted by both hypotheses, the participants reported more TOTs in English than 
Norwegian, which replicates earlier findings that also showed higher TOT rates in the L2 (e.g. 
Gollan et al., 2005; Pureza et al., 2016). This finding could be explained by less frequent use 
of the L2 but also by the strong activation of lexical candidates from the L1 when performing 
the task in the L2 (i.e., more inhibitory control is required). Further supporting the weaker links 
hypothesis, more TOTs were reported for low-frequency words. This finding is problematic for 
the competition hypothesis. As explained in the introduction, the competition hypothesis 
predicts high-frequency translation equivalents to be highly active because the larger number 
of stored lexical nodes should lead to increased competition for selection. Consequently, high-
frequency words should compete for selection more strongly and elicit more TOTs than low-
frequency words. Alternatively, the competition hypothesis would predict no frequency effects.  
No Cognate Facilitation Effects 
The present study did not replicate the cognate facilitation effect found in other word- 
finding studies (e.g. Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Costa et al., 2000; Gollan & Acenas, 2004; 
Pureza et al., 2016). Interestingly, the participants reported more TOTs for cognates than non-
cognates, which is difficult to interpret in terms of both hypotheses. As explained in the 
introduction, the weaker links hypothesis predicts cognates to facilitate retrieval because they 
overlap semantically and phonologically, meaning that they should also be used more 
frequently than non-cognates. Furthermore, since cognates are the same in both languages, they 
should be activated irrespective of the intended language. In other words, the competition 
hypothesis would also predict fewer TOTs for cognates since there is no competing translation 
equivalent from the unintended language.  
Interestingly, the cognate effect was mainly driven by proper nouns (i.e., more TOTs 
were elicited for cognate proper nouns than cognate common nouns). These results do not 
replicate those of Gollan et al. (2005), where bilinguals experienced an equal number of TOTs 
for proper nouns and common nouns. However, as explained in the introduction, although 
people might know many things about specific individuals, few aspects of meaning are 
consistently associated with particular names (Cohen, 1990; Semenza, 1997). A proper noun 
refers to a single individual, place, or title, rather than to several instances of a kind (Semenza 
& Zettin, 1989), which means that only one single connection within the semantic system links 
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proper noun phrasal nodes to the necessary lexical representations (Burke et al., 1991). 
Therefore, proper nouns could be more difficult to retrieve due to the absence of strong 
activation from multiple converging links within the semantic system. However, proper nouns 
could also be difficult to retrieve if there is competition between semantically or phonologically 
similar words at the lexical level (within the same language, i.e., not cross-language 
competition). For instance, when asked about the last name of the famous talk show host James 
Corden, one of the participants answered “Gordon” (which is the first name of a famous chef 
and TV personality). Moreover, when asked about the first name of the chancellor of Germany, 
a participant answered “Merkela” (i.e., a mix between Angela and Merkel).  
A third theory is that the lack of cognate facilitation effect could be due to the bilingual 
profiles being uniform. Larger individual differences could have provided more variability in 
the data set. For instance, the effect could be a question of language use and interests. 
Participants who tend to watch more TV and movies would be more likely to retrieve names of 
different actors and movie titles, those who tend to read more would be more likely to retrieve 
names of different books and characters, and those who are more interested in geography would 
be more likely to retrieve the names of different capital cities, and so on.  
Taken together, these theories could explain why the participants experienced more 
TOTs for proper nouns in the present study, and also why they experienced more TOTs for 
cognates than for non-cognates. However, none of the theories discussed above can be 
confirmed without further research. In conclusion, the reason why cognates, and particularly 
proper noun cognates, elicited more TOTs is unclear. 
No Effects of Access to Phonology  
Interestingly, there was no effect of access to phonology. Whenever the participants 
experienced a TOT, they were asked whether they could remember any target word phonology, 
such as sounds, letters, and the number of syllables. Correct access to phonology could be 
affected by any of the conditions, such as cognate status or language. For instance, phonology 
could have been easier to access during cognate TOTs because the phonology is similar in both 
languages. However, there were no such effects.  
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English Proficiency Effects on Vocabulary Scores and TOT 
Rates 
The participants who were more proficient in English knew more words and reported 
fewer TOTs than those who were less proficient. These findings support both the weaker links 
hypothesis and the competition hypothesis. As explained above, the weaker links hypothesis 
assumes that increased use of a language can increase lexical accessibility, which could explain 
why the more proficient participants knew more words and reported fewer TOTs. However, 
participants who are proficient language switchers should also report fewer TOTs because they 
are better at managing dual-language activation and possible competition between lexical 
candidates from both languages. Consequently, these participants should have been better at 
suppressing the unintended language, which supports the competition hypothesis. 
Alternatively, these findings could be explained by combining the two hypotheses. As 
explained in the introduction, reduced frequency of use could increase TOT rates for bilinguals 
at the same time that simultaneous language activation does so as well (Gollan et al., 2014). 
There was also a significant interaction between English proficiency and cognate status 
in which the more proficient participants retrieved more non-cognates, than the less proficient 
participants. This finding could be due to non-cognates being more difficult to learn and 
remember in the L2 (since they overlap semantically but not in form) and could also be 
explained by both hypotheses (i.e., in terms of more frequent use and increased inhibitory 
control).  
Age of English Acquisition Effects on Vocabulary Scores 
There was an interesting correlation between the Age of English acquisition factor and 
the vocabulary scores. The later the participants started to be exposed to and became proficient 
in English, the more words they knew. This finding is problematic for both hypotheses. The 
participants who started to acquire their L2 at an earlier age have likely been using both of their 
languages for a longer time (i.e., consistently improved their inhibitory control skills) and 
perhaps also more frequently than the late learners. Consequently, one would believe that 
younger AoA should be related to better performance. It is not clear what is defined as a late 
learner of L2. However, Norwegian children usually start to acquire English in school at the 
age of 8, meaning that to start L2 acquisition at age 12 could be considered late. According to 
a closer look at the LEAP-Q results, the participants who started hearing English at an older 
age (i.e., 12-14 years) or became fluent in English at an older age (i.e. 21-23 years), had also 
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lived in an English-speaking environment (i.e., where English was spoken all of the time) 
continuously for at least 1 year. In line with the predictions mentioned in Marian et al. (2007), 
the environment in which a language is learned could influence attained proficiency. Therefore, 
there could have been an interaction between increased English AoA (and fluency) and 
increased vocabulary scores because these participants lived in an English-speaking 
environment and used their L2 more than their L1 continuously for a longer time (i.e., 1-2.5 
years).  
There was also an interesting and similar type of correlation in the Age of English 
acquisition factor from the factor analysis. According to this factor, as the fluent reading age 
and speaking age of English go up, the accidental use of Norwegian in English goes down. 
Again, this is interesting as one would believe the late learners of English to be less fluent than 
the early learners of English. This could also be due to the increased use of L2 during 
participants’ time living in an English-speaking environment. Furthermore, it is also possible 
to speculate that late learners of English might be more aware, more motivated, and more 
focused when speaking their L2 because of their desire to perform well when speaking English, 
whereas early learners might act more inattentively when speaking in their L2. However, further 
research is required to provide evidence for these theories. In conclusion, the reason for these 
unpredicted findings is also unclear. 
Future Research 
For future research, it could be recommended to use more recently updated corpora, as 
the corpora used for stimuli in this study were not optimal. For instance, NoWaC has not been 
updated in over ten years, meaning that it is not completely reliable in terms of frequency. For 
instance, some words did not score as high in frequency as they would have if the corpus was 
recently updated (e.g., Bieber and pandemi (‘pandemic’) were listed as low-frequency words). 
Additionally, there is a big difference in the total amount of words in the two corpora. While 
NoWaC contains 700 million words, Subtlex-UK only contains 201.3 million words. 
Furthermore, although NoWaC contained mostly Norwegian words, a certain number of 
English words were also included in the corpus. Consequently, it was difficult to find words of 
similar frequency in both corpora to be able to match for frequency. Additionally, it was 
difficult to find a wide range of frequencies, since most of the words in the corpora were of 
very low-frequency. As mentioned in the introduction, examples of high-frequency words 
would be table, chair, and girl, however, these words would not be likely to elicit TOTs. An 
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alternative option for future TOT studies could be to conduct a pretest with a different set of 
participants in which they are asked to rate different words in terms of frequency (i.e., based on 
approximately how often they use or hear the different words).  
As explained above, the present study included a relatively uniform batch of 
participants. For future research, it could be interesting to include participants who vary more 
in language history, proficiency, and use. Consequently, a wider variety in the data set could 
perhaps provide the predicted cognate facilitation effect, interesting language switching effects, 
a different pattern of proper nouns, or a different interaction between English AoA and 
vocabulary scores. In a future study, further research of cognate status, proper nouns, and AoA 
would be interesting to investigate. For instance, by manipulating different types of proper 
nouns (e.g., celebrity names, capital cities, movie titles, product names, etc.), it could be 
possible to further investigate the cognate proper noun effect and also see what particular types 
of proper nouns would likely elicit more TOTs. Additionally, a comparison between bilingual 
participants who have only lived in one country and bilingual participants who have lived 
abroad for a certain amount of time could reveal significant differences in terms of vocabulary 
and TOTs. Furthermore, such research might be able to provide supporting results for the 
interaction between increased AoA and higher vocabulary scores (and fewer L1 intrusions in 
the L2) in the present study.  
Conclusion 
The present word-finding study aimed to investigate TOTs in Norwegian-English 
bilinguals and the underlying mechanism for the TOT phenomenon. The experiment included 
manipulations to look for effects of language, word frequency, cognate status, and noun type. 
Additionally, an amended version of Marian et al.’s (2007) LEAP-Q was used to gather 
information about the participants’ language history, proficiency, and use. This information 
was further used to look for effects of the different bilingual profiles on the participants’ 
vocabulary scores and TOT rates.   
As predicted, the participants knew more words and reported fewer TOTs in Norwegian. 
They also knew more high-frequency words and reported more TOTs for low-frequency words. 
Those who were more proficient in English knew more words and reported fewer TOTs. Most 
of these findings support both the weaker links hypothesis and the competition hypothesis. For 
instance, it is unclear whether the participants’ English proficiency was due to a strengthened 
connection between words’ semantic concepts and phonological information (i.e., as predicted 
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by the weaker links hypothesis) or whether it was due to them being competent language 
switchers and thereby also competent at managing dual-language activation and competition 
between lexical candidates (i.e., as predicted by the competition hypothesis). The participants’ 
proficiency level could even be a result of a combination of the two hypotheses. However, the 
effects of word frequency are problematic for the competition hypothesis. Furthermore, there 
were no cognate facilitation effects. Instead, the participants reported more TOTs for cognates, 
particularly for proper noun cognates. These findings are problematic for both hypotheses. 
However, this could be a matter of competition between semantically and phonologically 
similar words within the same language. In addition, some researchers believe that proper nouns 
are more vulnerable to retrieval failures. In other words, the reason for these findings is still 
unclear and would require further research. Another finding that is difficult to explain is that 
the participants who acquired English at an older age knew more words than those who acquired 
English at a younger age. A closer investigation of the LEAP-Q results revealed that several of 
the late learners had spent at least 1 year in an environment where English was spoken all of 
the time. However, this did not reveal any significant effects in the factor analysis, meaning 
that the reason for this finding is also unclear. In future research, participants who vary more in 
terms of language history, proficiency, and use could be included to provide more variation in 
the data set, which would perhaps also provide different findings in terms of both cognate 
effects and the interaction between higher English AoA and higher vocabulary scores.  
In conclusion, the present study replicated significant effects of language and word 
frequency. In addition, results revealed predicted effects of language proficiency on both 
vocabulary and TOTs. While the weaker links hypothesis can account for all of these findings, 
the competition hypothesis cannot account for the frequency effects. Furthermore, unpredicted 
effects of cognate status and English AoA were also found. However, these findings are 
problematic for both hypotheses, and although different theories can be used to try to explain 
these findings, further research is needed to establish any clear reasons. Taken together, both 
hypotheses could be used to explain most of the predicted findings. This indicates that the 
weaker links hypothesis and the competition hypothesis are not mutually exclusive and that 
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Appendix C: Study Description and Consent Form 
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT  
  
English as a second language: language processing and bilingual profile  
  
We are looking for Native speakers of Norwegian to take part in a study investigating the 
relationship between bilingualism and language processing.  
  
In order to participate in this study you need to be between 18 and 35 years of age and a 
Native speaker of Norwegian with no other home languages (excluding perhaps English). 
You should have a reasonable proficiency in English as your second language. You should 
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing and have no diagnosed cognitive 
impairments or language impairments such as dyslexia or stuttering.   
  
This research is conducted in the Experimental Linguistics Research groups at the University 
of Agder, headed by Professor Linda Wheeldon (linda.r.wheeldon@uia.no), Professor Allison 
Wetterlin (Allison.wetterlin@uia.no).  
  
The study is run by our Masters students Ellinor Skjerli (ellinor.skjerli@gmail.com), Karethe  
Nilsen (karethe.nilsen@gmail.com), Renate Gjetnes (renatg16@student.uia.no), Helene Øya  
(heleno15@student.uia.no), Heidi Baardsen (heidi.baardsen@gmail.com), and Yvonne 
Møtteberg Karlsen (yvonmk15@student.uia.no). Please contact them if you have any queries 
about the study.   
  
WHAT IS THE STUDY ABOUT?  
  
This study is designed to investigate the use of English as a second language. We are 
interested in how aspects of bilingual learning and language-use relate to language 
processing. The study has two components:   
  
1. A questionnaire asking questions about your language background and about how you 
rate your own level of proficiency in different aspects of the languages that you speak.   
  
2. Some simple tests assessing language processing in Norwegian and English. These 
tests are designed to investigate word finding, sentence production and sentence 
comprehension.  
  
If, after having read the information below, you agree that you are eligible, and you decide to 
take part in the study, you will be sent a consent form to be filled out and signed.   
  




Participation in the study is voluntary. If you wish to take part, you will need to sign the 
declaration of consent. This will allow us to process your data. You can, at any given time 
and without reason withdraw your consent. If you decide to withdraw participation in the 
project, you can ask that your test results and personal data be deleted, unless the data and 
tests have already been analysed or used in scientific publications.   
  
So long as you can be identified in the collected data you have the right to:  
• access the personal data that is being processed about you   
• request that your personal data is deleted  
• request that incorrect personal data about you is corrected/rectified  
• receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and  
• send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian Data Protection 
Authority regarding the processing of your personal data.  
  
If you at a later point, wish to withdraw consent or have questions regarding the project, you 
can contact the principal investigator (Linda Wheeldon). Questions about the study or 
withdrawing consent can also be directed to the University of Agder’s Data protection 
officer Ina Danielsen ina.danielsen@uia.no or NSD (Norsk senter for forskningsdata AS) by 
email personvernombudet@nsd.no  or telephone: 55 58 21 17.  
  
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOUR INFORMATION?   
  
The study will collect and record personal information about you. However, you will never 
at any time be mentioned as an individual in relation to this study. The information that is 
recorded about you will only be used as described in the purpose of the study. Your personal 
data will be assigned a number code related to your name and stored on a non-networked, 
password protected PC. Only the laboratory directors and experimenters will have access to 
your data and to the key relating your data number to your name. In addition, we will record 
the responses you produce during the experiment, this includes key strokes and speech. 
These data will be also be anonymised and treated as described above.  
  
The results derived from the pooled data will be published. In the interest of being open to the 
scientific community and others interested in this research we would also like, with your 
permission, to publish the anonymised data to an open access database. If you agree to this, 
please sign the consent form. The decision you make does not affect your eligibility for this 
study.  
  
All information will be processed and used without your name or personal identification 
number, or any other information that is directly identifiable to you.   
  
The principal investigators have the responsibility for the daily operations/running of this 
research project and that any information about you will be handled in a secure manner. 
Information about you will be anonymised or deleted a maximum of 5 years after the project 
end date (20.12.2021).   
FINANCE   
In appreciation for your time and effort, you will receive a voucher for 300 NOK on 
completion of this study.  
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Participant consent form               
  




1) I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study. I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and 
have had these answered satisfactorily.  
  
2) I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 
any time without giving any reason. I understand that I can withdraw my data at 
any time during the experiment and for the duration of one month after my 
completion of the study.  
  
3) I understand that data collected during the study will be looked at by researchers 
from the University of Agder. I give permission for these individuals to have 
access to my data. Upon completion of the study, the data may be placed on an 
appropriate repository for data-sharing and be accessed by researchers not 
affiliated with the University of Agder. I understand that all my data will be stored 
anonymously.   
                                                                                                                                                                               
  
4) I agree to take part in the study.  
  
  
          
 
Name of Participant (BLOCK  Date    Signature  
LETTERS)  
        
     
 
Name of Researcher  





date  Participant’s Signature  
  
PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR THIS STUDY   
ID#   
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Appendix D: Experiment Instructions and Procedure  
 
The experiment started with the participants reading the experiment instructions: “This is a 
word finding study. You will read definitions of difficult words and names and we will ask 
you if you know what the word or name is or not. Sometimes you may think you know the 
word or name but you are unable to say it, i.e. it’s on the tip of your tongue. When we ask 
whether you know the word or not there are three possible responses. 1 for Yes, 2 for No and 
3 for ToT (Tip of the Tongue”. If you choose option 3 we will ask you some further questions 
about this item. Please do not worry if you do not know many of the items. Many are things 
you would hear very rarely so we expect them to be difficult.” 
After the participants had read and understood the task instructions, the experimenter 
pressed the button to start the first trial, in which a definition appeared on the screen. The 
definition was followed by a question asking whether the participant knew the word with three 
options present: “1 Yes”, “2 No”, and “3 ToT”. If the participants answered yes, they were 
instructed to say the word, before continuing to the next trial. If the participants did not know 
the word and answered no, the experimenter immediately skipped to the next trial. Finally, if 
the participants experienced a TOT, they were asked if they could guess the initial letter or 
sound. If so, the experimenter would type in the letter/sound. The participants were then asked 
if they could guess the positions of those letters or sounds, and then asked if they could guess 
the number of syllables. If the participants were unable to guess either of these, the experimenter 
skipped the rest of these questions without writing any letters or numbers. Finally, four options 
in random order appeared on the screen, including the target word, a phonologically similar 
word, a semantically similar word, and a random unrelated word. The participants were then 
asked whether one of these words was the one they were thinking of. 
During the experiment, the experimenter pressed keys on the keyboard to continue the 
experiment and to register their answers (e.g., 1 = yes, 2 = no, 3 = TOT). Additionally, the 
experimenters wrote down whenever the participants thought they knew the target word, but 




Appendix E: Removed Variables From the Correlation Matrix 
 
• One variable had no correlations of at least 0.3 with another variable and therefore 
was removed from the analysis set due to insufficient co-variation: 
 
Q8b. intentional use of Norwegian in English 
 
• Variables with a correlation of 0.9 or above with another variable were also 
examined. This means that the variables are measuring almost the same thing and 
that one of them should be removed. Where the correlation was between L1 and L2 
versions of a variable, the L1 variable was removed (highlighted in blue). 
 
Q3a.Exposure to L1/ Q3b.Exposure toL2      -0.99 
Q4a.Speaking in L1/ Q4b.Speaking inL2    -0.98 
Q5a.Reading in L1/Q5b.Reading in L2    -0.90 
Q6a.Choice of speaking in L1/Q6b.Choice of speaking in L2  -0.99 
 
For the remaining high correlations, one of the pairings was removed. 
Q4n.Proficiency grammar English/Q4p. Proficiency spelling English  0.86 
Q2f.Contribution of Norwegian TV/Q2g.Contribution of Norwegian music  0.81 
Q3e.Exposure to Norwegian TV/Q3f.Exposure to Norwegian music   0.82 
 
 













Appendix F: Access to Phonology Results 
 
 
Mean Correct Phonology  




value p value 
 
(Intercept) 1.68 0.12 14.23 <1e-04  
language 0.15 0.20 0.75 0.46  
typeName -0.03 0.21 -0.14 0.89  
Cognate -0.08 0.21 -0.39 0.70  
Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf -0.18 0.16 -1.09 0.28  
language:typeName 0.13 0.41 0.32 0.75  
language:Cognate -0.04 0.42 -0.10 0.92  
typeName:Cognate 0.30 0.42 0.72 0.47  
language:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf 0.14 0.32 0.43 0.67  
typeName:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf 0.07 0.34 0.20 0.84  
Cognate:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf 0.31 0.35 0.89 0.37  
language:typeName:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf -0.77 0.67 -1.14 0.25  
language:Cognate:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf -0.11 0.69 -0.15 0.88  
typeName:Cognate:Nowac_Subtlex_Zipf 0.12 0.66 0.18 0.85  
language:typeName:Cognate -0.78 0.84 -0.93 0.35  
No effects 
 
 
 
 
 
